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Abstract

The purposes of this study were (1) to evaluate the
first approved graduate distance education course at
Memorial University of Newfoundland, and (2) to .:est the
suitability of the Stake Responsive Evaluation Model as
modified by Lertpradist (1990) for that particular setting.
The modified evaluation plan included procedures for
identification '}f stakeholding aUdiences, their concerns and
issues, and the e!>tablishment of evaluation standards.

Data

were gathered through interviews, questionnaires, tests, and
analysis of documents and records.
The data indicated that the courue - Education 6521
Instructional Development - was successful.

Student

achievement in terms of knowledge and competency gains was
high, and students were very favourable about all elements
of the course.

Course documents and records indicated that

the course was well-organized, administerl!d well, and met
both student and graduate program needs.
Recommendations based on the implementation of the
Responsive Evaluation Model were made,

inclUding

recommendations for the further study of higher level
distance education evaluation and for minor improvements in
the course offering of Education 6521 - Instructional
Development.
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CHAPTER I

Background of the Study
Introduction

The purpose of this study is to describe the evaluation
of distance education at the graduate level in a university
setting, with a view to providing guidelines for the future
evaluation of distance education and graduate level courses,
an, providing a methodology that can be applied in similar
settings or adapted for use in other settings.

Background Information

The course evaluated within this study is entitled
Education 6521 - Instructional Development.

It was

originally developed as an on-campus course in the early
1970s ami refocused in the early 1980s.

Until the distance

offering of the course, it had been a core course in the
graduate program in Educational Communicati ons and
Technology, leading to a Masters Degree in Education (H.Ed.)
conferred by Memorial University

~f

Ne.... foundland.

Education

6521 is also listed as a required course on t ....o other
programs leading to an H.Ed. degree: the School Resource
Services program, and the Teaching program.

It is a closed

elective (completed by approximately 90t of students) on the

Curriculum and Instruction program, and an open elective on
the Educational Administration program.

It is now also a

required course in the Master of Nursing Education program
recently established at Me!llorial University.

As a regUlar offering Education 6521 was conducted on
campus in st. John's, using the traditional classroom/live
instructor dellvery mode.

The course involves the study of

the development of instruction for all settings - the formal
school system; the post-secondary system inclUding community
colleges, the university, and nursing schools; the military;
and business and industry training.

students are introduced

to the basic principles of instructional development from a
historical and theoretical perspective.

They then apply

knowledge in the de\";,;lupment of an instructional module (see
AppP"1ix 0 for a description of the course).

Education 6521 was the first fornally approved graduate
distance education course offered by Memorial University of
Newfoundland under the School of Graduate Studies ditltance
education regulations.

The School of Graduate Studies

regUlations indicate tnat graduate distance education
courses (a) are acceptable in a graduate program, sUbject to
approval by the School of Graduate Studies; (b) shall not
exceed SOl of the total number of courses required on ..

given graduate program; (c) require the submission of fonnal
proposals to the Advisory Committee on Dist.;once Education
before approval is given, with approval dependent on
sufficient library and technologica- resources;

(d) shall

only be accessed after at least one e.n-campus graduate
course from the candidate's program is completed.

Following a year of course development by an
instructional development team consisting of a sUbject
matter expert, an instruction<!ll developer, <!Ind an evaluator,
the graduate distance education course, Education 6521, was
offered on a pilot basis during the Fall semester, 1992.
For the initial offering enrolment was limited to a maximum
of 15 students.

The course was administered by the School

of General and continuing Studies, Memorial university of
Newfoundland, and was offered by the regUlar Education 6521
course instructor, assisted by an Educational Technology
laboratory instructor.

Significance of the Stydy

Despite growth and development of distance education on
a global scale, and the sterling reputation of institutions
such as the Open University, many of those in formal
education doubt the efficacy of students studying and

learning removed from the classroom setting or institutional
environment.

This is particularly true of graduate study,

which is deemed to be highly scholarly in nature.

while

many institutions in North America offer undergraduate
distance education courses there is a dearth of graduate
level courses, and a reluctance on the part of institutions
to expand distance education to the graduate levl;ll, despite
demand.

It is therefore important that the first graduate

distance education course be evaluated in a comprehensive
manner, to provide evidence of its efficacy and to allay the
fears of those who are sceptical of the notion of graduate
distance education.

It is also important t,-. examine and test a particular
evaluation approach, thereby

~erhaps

providing a model for

future evaluations within distance education.
builds on two previous studies.

This stUdy

One study was completed by

Lertpradist (1990) entitled A study of the Apol ication of A
Select.ed Evaluation Met.hodology in an Ext.ension setting.
The other stUdy by Kettle (in progress) examined the use of
a similar methoctology in a non-credit distance literacy
settiJig.

This part.icular replication is designed to test

the methodology in the area of higher education (graduate
level) distance education.

It is important to expand the research in the area of
evaluation in distance education, since all too often
distance courl·es are evaluated by narrowly focusing on
outcomes and comparing the results to those of live courses.
'tet the live courses which are used as a standard for
comparison are often never themselves evaluated.

Thoarefore

it is questionable whether the outcomes that are used as a
benchmark are indeed an acceptable standard.

In addition,

by narrowly focusing on outcomes, many aspects of distance
education courses remain unexamined.

It is assumed that, if

reSUlts equal those obtained in live courses, the course
experience is efficient and effective.

Limitations of the Study

I t is understood that this study will have limitations

and that these limitations exist for several reasons.

First, this study is designed to test only one
evaluation approach.

While the approach cho:!len, based on

Robert E. Stake's Responsive Model of Evaluation, is very
comprehensive, there may be other approaches or

model~

would be of value to apply in this partiCUlar setting.
was not feasible, however, to have tested two or more
evaluation models at the same time.

that
It

Second, this study is applied to only one graduate
course, rather than a series of courses or a whole graduate
program.

Obviously it would be of value, in the case l,r

distance education at the graduate level, to evaluate more
than one course.

However this was not feasible during the

period of the study, since Education 6521 was the only
graduate course to be offered by distance, for at least a
one year period.

Finally, this study involves the evaluation of a pilot
or first offering.

While it would be ideal to formally

evaluate several semesters of Education 6521, and indeed
evaluation will be ongoing for '. he next year, it was not a
practical option to await a number of offerings within the
time frame of this stUdy.

Despite these limitations, the evaluation of Education
6521 can add to the body of knowledge concerning the
application of this particular evaluation approach in a
variety of informal and formal educational settings.

Definition of Terms

The following are some of the terms and definitions
that will

~a

used throughout this study.

pi stance Education. "Formal or non formal instructional
situations where learning takes place at sites removed from
the point of origination and is characterized by varied
degrees of access to the teacher, tutor or peers".
(Zigerell, 1984 p. 55)

~.

"The act of examining and judging, concerning

the worth, quality, significance, amount, degree or
condition of something.

In short. evaluation is the

ascertainment of merit". (Brookfield, 1986 p. 264)

Responsive Eyaluation. "An educational evaluation is
responsive evaluation if it orients more directlY to program
activities than to program intents; responds to audience
require:nents for information; and if the different value
perspectives present are referred to in reporting the
success and failure of the program". (stake, 1975, p. 14)
Responsive evaluation is emergent in design and evaluation
standards are derived from the concerns and issues of the
various audiences.

Instructional Design. Briggs (1977) defined instructional
design as lithe entire process of analysis of learning needs
and goals and the development of a delivery system to mel!t
the needs". (p. xx)

It is " ... the science of creating

detailed specifications for the development, evaluation, and
maintenance of situations which facilitate the 1earninq or
both large and small units of subject matter".

(Richey, 1986

p. 9)

The Audio-tutorial System of Instruction.

The chief

charilcteristic of the audio-tutorial method (is] n ...
individualized aUdiotapes as the main medium of
communication, with printed materials taking a su()porting
role •.. [T]he method's strength lies in its attempt to
present instructional activities in the sensory mode
preferred by the learner and to integrate experience from
various modes into a meaningful whole l1 •

(RomiszowGki, 1964

p. 24)

organization of the study

This study has been organized in the following
Chapter One discusses the background to the study including
the significance and limitations of the ,.tudy. and the
definition of terms to be used; Chapter T\Jo reviews the
related literature, specifically in the areas of distance
education, evaluation, and evaluation within distance
education, Chapter Three presents the methodology of the
study to be employed, including consideration ot the model

to be examined, the development of instruments,

the

stakeholders involved, the evaluation standards, and the
evaluation schedule; Chapter Four describes the
implementation of the evaluation, including data collection
and data analysis; Chapter Five presents the summary,
conclusions and recommendations of the stUdY.

CHAPTER II
Review of Related

Liter~ture

IntroductloD

In this chapter the historical and current 1 iterature
on distance education and educational evaluation will be
reviewed, with a view toward establishing an approach to the
evaluation of distance education programs in general, and
specifically to the evaluation of Education 6521.

Distance Education

Instructional Development

According to O. R. Garrison (1989) " ... to study
correspondence education is to study the roots of distance
education" (p. 62).

Holmberg (1986) concurs, suggesting

that the origin of distance education is correspondence
education.

He goes on to say that:

Other terms including distance education, distance
study, and distance tt!aching were often tied to
correzpondence education even though distance
education has only gradually become the accepted
tertll ... Oistance education has been adopted as a
more neutral term.

It can be considered a wider,

more inclusive designation. (p. 1)
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The earliest mention of what could be called distance
education was in the Boston Gazette of March 20, 1728.
the

~,

In

Mr. Caleb Philipps, "Teacher of the New Method

of Short Hand" advertised that any "Persons in the Country
desirous to Learn this Art, may by having the several
Lessons sent Weekly to them, be as perfectly instructed as
those that live in Boston" (Holmberg,

1986, p. 6).

Although

not verified as two-way communication, by benefit of doubt
many attribute Mr. Philipps as a pioneer of distance
education.

In 1833, a weekly published in the Swedish to....n of Lund
offered "Ladies and Gentlemen an opportunity

to

study

composition through the medium of the post" (Holmberg, 1986,
p. 7).

Isaac Pitman in 1940 reduced the principles of his

shorthand system to fit postcards.

Students were then

invited to transcribe into shorthand, bible passages to be
sent to him for correction.

Students used the new penny

post system introduced to England earlier t.'lat year (Verduin
and Clark, 1991, p. 15).

other landmark early attempts at distance education in
the 19th cen!"' cy include Toussaint and Langenscheidt, who in
1856 founded a school in Berlin organi zed to teach language
by correspondence.

It continued to operate in the late

19805 (Verduin and Clark, 1991. p. 16).

In 1865, "merie.,n

"nnC'l. El iot Ticknor founded the Boston-based Soc iety to
Encourage Study at Home (Holmberg, 1986, p. 7-8).

In 1878 Skerry's College, Edinburgh began preparing
candidates for Civil service Exams by correspondence
(Holmberg, 1986, p. 8).

In 1882 William Rainey Harper, the

"father of American Correspondence Study", induced
Chautauqua educators to alloW' him to start a correspondence
study program for his residential summer school students.
(Verduin and Clark, 1991, p. 16).

In 1892 he became first

president of the University of chicago and four,ded the first
university-level correspondence study division in America
(Verduin and Clark, 1991, p. 17).

A year earli<2!r in 1891,

Thomas J. Foster, editor of the Mining Herald or eastern
Pennsylvania, attempted to teach mining and methods of
preventing mine accidents.

This was the beginning of the

ICS, the International Correspondence Schools (Holmberg,
1986, p. 9).

According to Holmberg, " ... The provision of

both academic and practical occupational study opportunities
was to be typical of distance education in the twentieth
century" (p. 10).

Rayner (1949) notes that Australia's involvement with
distance education dates back to 1911 and it has been
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generally accepted that "Australia can claim to be the first
country to have shown in a systematic way. and on a large
scale, that it was possible to provide by correspondence a
complete primary and secondary education for children who
had never been to school" (p. 12).

While there were some developments in Europe during the

later part of the 19th century,

~~st

pivotal early

advancements in distance edl.':.=atir:l' took place in the united
States of America

(Young, 1984).

.tiy 1910 there were more

than 200 correspondence schools in the united States.

Garrison (1989) ascribes the growth to "rapid

t:ransition to an urban society anc! ... the only opportunity
for many to improve their socia-economic condition" (p. 52).
Harris and Williams (1977) agree, indicating that the rapid
growth of correspondence education which began during the
1910$ and 19205, were years of intensive industrial and war
disruption.

f.irowth continued through ttle 19305 and economic

recovery from the Depression years, with continuing growth
during the war years of the 19405, and particularly in the
recovery years at:ter the Second World War. They suggest that
it was no coincidence that correspondence education's
beginnings occurred shortly after the postage stamp was
introduced, growing when radio was pioneered in the 19205

and telephone in the 1930s and 19409.

Perry (1978) writes

that
Forellost a.ong the causes (for the rapid gro....th ot'
the phenomenon in adult education known as
distance learning) is (a) deep seated
dissatisfaction (primarily outside of the United
States) with the traditional higher education
structure, which 1s steeped in elitism and favours
only the young: and privledqed. (p. lOS)

Notwithstanding the innovations in structuring
curriculum for correspondence education, the outlook for
correspondence study in the late sixties was -bleak"
according to Perry (1981).

with completion rates ranqinq

from 5 to 70 percent, Garrison (1989) suggested that "what
appeared to be lacking were imaginative .ethods of
facilitating mediated communication between teacher and
student" (p. 57).

He goes on to say that by the early 1970s

correspondence education beg'.n to evolve, with additions
such as radio and television, audio cassettes and study
centres, all of which were integrated into various curricula
in a systematic manner.

1\lso pioneered during this part of the evolution of
distance education was the "unique concept" of team cour:o;e

15

developers in the development of courseware (Garrison 1989,

p. 57). Holmberg (1986) notes that "the steady expansion of
distance education occurred until 1970 without any general
radic"lIl change in organizational structure, but with

gradually more sophisticated use of methods and media ..
(p.

29).

The catalyst for innovation in distance ed'.Ication,
according to Garrison (1989), was the British Open
university (OOUl.

First opened to students in 1971, it was

th-a first large scale pUblic correspondence institution.

It

tried to provide opportunities for higher education "thrcugh
multi-media systems that harnessed educational broadcasting
to correspondence teaching and methods" (Perry, 1977. p. 9).

£IOU tried to reduce the isolation of the distance student
and used the concept of course development teams.

It is.

according to Garrison (1989) "a mod"<!l for over 20
universities around the "..orld" (p. 58).

Keegan (1986) notes

that SOU is more than a materials production process.

It is the institution's concern for the quality of
support in a distance system that has been the
Open University of the United Kingdom's success in
solving the age old problem of distance systems the avoidance of the avoidable drop-out ll •

(p. 106)
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Holmberg (1986) saw the British Open University as
marking" ... the beginning of a nel,t era in which degreegiving distance teaching universities with full degree
programs,

sophisticated courses, ne.w media and systematic

systems evaluation crop up in various parts of the world and
confer prestige on distance education" (p. 29).

From this

period on the pUblic's recognition of distance education and

the funding of distance education programs can be seen
", .. as the beginning of a new prestigious era in the history

of distance education" (p. ]0).

Holmberg (1986) summarizes the characteristics of
distance education today.

The basic characteristics

include:

(a)

non-contiguous communication

(b)

pre-produced courses

ec)

two-way communication between student/tutors and
others

(d)
(e)

almost exclusively used by adults
the choice is taken because one either cannot or
does not want to do on·campus courses

(f)

the Qconomics of distance education is strongly

(g)

distance education serves the individual learner.

influenced by mass education

(p. 141-142)
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Holmberg (1986) observes that "distance education has

undergone an evolutionary process, which is illuminated by

the fact that the concerns of the pioneers are still largely
relevant both to theoretical considerations and to

educational and administrative practice" (p. 143).

Higher Education

What is the impact of distance education on higher
education?

When one hears the term 'higher education', it

is usually equated with university level courses.

This

position is supported by Keul and Jenkins (1990) Io'ho state
"By higher education we mean post upper secondary education
which is affected at universities or colleges" (p. 1).

Obradovic (1987) concurs, noting " ... for centuries, a
university education was avcdlable only to those who could
stUdy on a full-time basis" and U(that] this was true in
almost every country in the world" (p. 1).

Prior to the

Second World War a small numl:ler of post-secondary
institutions began offering evening classes, making it
possible for some adults to complete a degree part-time.

No

unusual concessions were made for the courses, neither in
design, delivery or evaluation.

They were simply day

offerings for full-time stUdents placed in more convenient
evening time slots.

Needless to say. a mature stUdent often

18

needed" ... an excessively long time to complete a degree"
(Obradovic 1987, p. 1).

Adults began to seek other

alternatives to the traditional classroom.
(1990) state: "The demand

Roul and Jenkins

for such education has been on

the rise since the beginning af this century, but the rate
at this rise has been phenomenal during the period following
the second world war" (p. 1).

They suggest there are tour

main causes for the growth in the higher education
phenomenon.
1.

They are:

awakened aspirations of the new nations born

of the process of decolonisation;

2.

increasing awareness of and urge for higher
education in a world of greater sociopoliti.cal consciousness which promises social
mobility;

J.

considerable progress in communication

4.

the political will in favour of spreading

technology and research in pedagogy; and

higher education for purposes of socioeconomic progress.

(p. 1)

Koul and Jenkins (1990) suggest that the conventional
face-to-face teaching/learning techniques would not
adequately meet the increasing demand for higher education.
Hence the attempt by various nations to try innovations in

19

educaeion.

Distance education was seen as a viable

alternative delivery mode for education, as distance
education emerged in response to the increased demand for
higher education.

Obradovic (1987) notes that "Higher education through

distance learning has created an alternative opportunity for
adults for ....hom traditional class attendance is impractical"
(p. 2).

Today there are many examples of distance higher

learning opportunities throughout the world. Probably the
.:lost famous in distance terms is the Open university of the
United Kingdom, also known as the British Open university.
As Harl'Y (1990) notes, the BOU offers over 130 courses at

the undergraduate and graduate level, including the degrees
of B.Phil.. M.Phil. and Ph.D.

(p. 16).

While no means an exhaustive list, other examples of
graduate distance higher learning include Allama Iqbal Open
University's program in Pakistan (Satyanarayana and KallI,
1988), Sukhothai Thammathirat Open University in Thailand
(Chaya-ngam, 1990). the Open Learning Institute in Canada
(Mugridge and Kaufman, 1986) and Deakin University in
Australia (Moran, 1990).

chaya-ngam (1990) in his discussion of the Open

'0
university in Thailand indicates that there are both
strengths and weaknesses to be found in distance education
at the higher levels.

He suggests that stren9ths include

(a) it is an effective and eeonolllical way to extend

opportunities to large nullbers in countries where resources
are limited; (b) the less privileged can benefit and improve
their prospects: and

(e) self-stUdy is often attractive to

mature adults, otfering privacy and freedom to work at one's
own pace.

(p. 53)

The weaknesses at higher learning

distance education, as seen by Chaya-ngam (1990), are
important to acknowledge.

He suggests that some of the

weaknesses include (a) higher learning distance education
requires self-discipline, often difficult tor some to
develop especially when coming from a teacher-centred
tradition;

(b) younger students may prefer the social

interaction found in the traditional

classroofl'l~

(c) some

face-to-face contact with teachers may be required to allow
for questions, explanations and clarifications; and (d) the
availability of the equipment needed to use all of the
integrated media may be a problem for remote areas (p. 53).

As Van Ellckevort, Harry, Morin and Schutze (1986)
recognize there are many indications
.,. that virtually all OECD [Organization for
Economic co-operation and Development) countries
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have been, or presently are, developing some fonn
of distance higher education.

. .. Distance higher

education has become not only an accepted form of
lea:cning for an academic degree but has also been
the source of a number of innovations that have
begun to influence the provision of higher
education as a whole - or are likely to do in the
future.

(p. 24)

Conventional versus Distance Universities

since the early 19705 researchers in the area of

distance education have been trying to cope with the
topology of distance education teaching systems and the need
to differentiate between conventional universities offering
distance courses and fully distance institutions offering

higher education degrees (Peters 1971: El Bushra 1973; Neil
1981; Goodman n.d.; and Keegan and Rumble 1982).

According

to Verduin and Clark (1991) distance education programs have
been ::.lassified in several different ways, from "autonomous It
schemes where schools or open universities teach through
full correspondence to "mixed/hybrid" schemes \Jhere
conventional educational institutions distance-teach through
independent divisions, seminar/home study or integrated
internal and external teaching (p. 14).

Verduin and Clark (1991) describe six commonly
occurring models ot distance educatj on as follows:
Type 1.

postsecondary educational institutions offering
college degrees to students they have not directly
taught;

Type 2.

postsecondary educational institutions offering
degreel':'- to students who they have already taught;

Type J.

conventional universities that offer distance
education through extension, independent study or
continuing education units;

Type 4.

a consortia of education-related institutions
formed to provide distance cour:-""s in common or
over a wide geographic area:

Type 5.

autonomous institutions established specifically
for the teaChing of distance students;

Type 6.

involves educational media developed by recognized
educational or informational organizations used
without the assistance of an education'"'l
organization by informal distance learners.
(Verduin and Clark, 1991, p. J5-57)

Kaye and Rumble (1981) note that conventional education
involves formal classroom instruction in an institutional
setting, with teacher and students physically contiguous.
They attempt to clarify the conventional versus distance

education issue bela.... (see Table 1).
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Faith (1988) indicates that"", the clearest
distinction bet....een distance education (that is,
and face-to-face classroom instruction is

i!~

hom'~

study)

metht.'.1'" logy,

and new technologies have been a factor in the rapid growt,.
or the worldwide distance education movement" (p. il).

Peters (1983) questions the basic character of distance
education by asking" ... Is distance education nothing but a
vehicle of distribution or is it a type of education in its
own right that. can only be described and analyzed to a
limited extent using

tr~ditional

educational terms" (p. 96).

If it is education in its o....n right then perhaps to compare
it to conventional education is to ask one to compare apples
and oranges; neither right nor wrong, merely different.
Enckevort, Harry, Morin and Schutze (lge6) state:
... it appears that the boundaries [sic] between
traditional, campus-based, face-to-face tui tion

Van

2S

and distance education and independent learning
are getting increasingly blurred as new

communication and information technologies are
conquering both higher education as well as
private households.

While distance provision will

increasingly make allowance for elements of social
learning. such as teleconferencing or tutoring

through regional centres, traditional provision
will inclUde independent research and learning
through computer terminals that are linked to
mainframes that prOVide both instruction and vast
amounts of information and data. (p. 12)

Distance Education Course Design

Chang, cromberg, van der Drift and Moonen (1983)
suggest that one cannot design a distance education course

merely by choosing a conventional course and limiting its
face-to-face contact.

The key challenge of distance education is to create
curriculum that are to learner's needs.

Pentz and Neil

(1981) note:
.. the learners in a DLS [distance learning
system] can and do "vote with their feet ll

•

They

simply walk away from What they perceive as being
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irrelevant to them.

This brings into rather sharp

focus the need for OLS' 5 to be stUdent centred .•.
Obversely, and from experience, when opportunities
arise for relevant learning, adul ts in a DLS can

demonstrate levels of motivation far higher than
those usually encountered in students attendinq
conventional educational institutions.

(p. 76)

Kaye and Rumble (1981) note three characteristics of

learning materials and teaching methods of distance learning
systems to be taken into account during the design process.

They are:
(a) flexibility in the curriculum and content
(b) conscious and systematic design of the materials
(e) planned uses of media.

(po

18)

Kaufman (1989) also offers three essential elements of
distance education course design.

He suggests control by

the learner, inclUding power and support; dialogue; and the
development of thinking skills (p. 61-67).

He compares what

he calls the three generations of course design in distance
education: correspondence education (or first Jeneration),
distance education (or second generation), and finally open
distance education (or third generation) using the
characteristics of contrOl, dialogue and thinking skills
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(See Table 2).
Table 2
Three Generations of Course Design in Distance Education

CORRESPONDENCE EDUCATION

(FIRST GENERATION DISTANCE EDUCATION)

COIiTROL

Uo choice provided to the learners

Learner has no power
Little support besides ....ritten feedback
Evaluation mainly by final exam
DIALOGUE

Low dialogue

Mainly by post, some telephone, air/radio
forum

THINKING

Little or no emphasis

SKILLS

Focus on coverage of content

DISTANCE EDUCATION
(SECOND GENERATION)

CONTROL

Some learner choice of courses within a
program
Some choice of topics/projects undertaken
within a course
Learner has no power
Some pre-enrolment counselling/study skills

DIALOGUE

Modern dialogue available at specif led times
Mainly postal service
Use of telephone and audio teleconferencing
Interactive television

THINKING
SKILLS

Some emphasis in this area
Focus still on content coverage

training by phone
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OPEN DISTANCE EDUCATION
(THIRD GENERATION)
CONTROL

Learner choice of why, ....hat,
when to stUdy

how,

whet"e,

clod

Some learner choice of how their learning

wlll be evaluated
Po'Wer is mainly in the hands of the learner
Institution and other learners provide ongoing support to assist the learner in

becominq· independent

DIALOGUE

High dialogue available
All methods, plus computer-mediated
communication

THINKING
SKILLS

Major emphasis throughout curriculum on
problem-solving, decision-making, critical
thinking

~.

Adapted from "Third Generation Course Design in

Distance Education" by David M. Kaufman in Post Secondary
pi stance Education in Canada by Robert Sweet (editor), 1989,

Athabasca University: canadian society for Studies in
Distance Education. Copyright 1989 by Athabasca University
and the Canadian society fe'.'- Studies in Distance Education.

Kaye and

Rumbl(~

(lSa1) suggest that there are two

issues to be aware of in the use of media in the design of
distance learning materials:

(1) the need to identify the

media to which students will have access; and (2) the need
to identify the resources, in the widest sense, that the
project will be able to access,

F'inally they delineate What

they consider the criteria for good quality distance
learning materials:
(a) The materials are acceptable "academically".
(b) The presentation and organization of matet"ials

should take into account the students' resources,
capacities and abilities.
(e) The materials need to be "self-instructional".
(Kaye and Rumble 1981, p. 56)

McKinnon (1989) recommends, based on his research,
several "signposts to course developers" (p. 183).
include:

They

learning materials must use examples, situations,

and case studies with an adult ... focus; course material
should be balanced to include ... topics that appeal to
females as well to males, materials should be designed in
r"anageable chunks; and learning materials need visual and
audio components to supplement or indeed replace textual
material.

Looking to the future of course design and development
in distance education, Seabourne and Zuckernick (1986)
identify a number of trends in this area.

They are the

reallocation of resources by provincial governments to
support distance education, the establishment of structures
which support inter-institutional collaboration, the
involvement of the private sector as 'undervriters' of
distance education especially at the post

secondar~'

levels,

the integration of computers into both the design and the
delivery of distance education, and finally, the

establishment of consortia for the sharing and joint
delivery of courseware.

What is evaluation?

Webster's New Compact Dictionary

defines it as a way to "find or state ttl£! value of ... "
(Webster's, 1988).

Stufflebeam (as guoted in Brookfield,

1986) in 1975 based his definition of evaluation on the work
of Scriven: "Evaluation is the act of examining and jud:::Jing,
concerning the worth, quality, significance, amount, degree
or condition of something.

In short, evaluation is the

ascertainment of merit" (p. 264).

Worthen and Sanders (1987)

indicate that the role of

evaluation vis a vis ed".lcation includes all of the following
functions:
1.

To provide a basis for decision making and policy

2.

To assess student achievement;

3.

To evaluate curricula;

formation;

4.

To accredit schools;

5.

To monitor expenditure of pUblic funds;

6.

To improve educational materials and programs.
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considering that evaluation plays many roles within
education, why would one conduct an evaluation'?

Brophy,

Grotelueschen and GooIer (1974) outline three major reasons
for conducting evaluations.

They begin with the planning

aspect, indicating the importance of evaluation in planning

procedures, programs and/or products.

The second reason is

to improve existing procedures. programs and/or products.
Finally, they believe that evaluation leads to the

justifying (or not justifying) of existing or planned
procedures, programs, and/or products.

These reasons

demonstrate that evaluation can serve both a surnmative and
famative purpose in education.

History of Evaluation

HistoricallY, according to Worthen and Sanders (1987)
evaluation was first noted in the year 2000 Be when Chinese
officials conducted civil

se.'."Vi~e

exam.s.

From. then until

the mid-laOOs, little fOr1llal evaluation was conducted.

In

the United States, Henry Barnard, Horace Mann and William
Torrey introduced the practice of collecting data on which
to base educational decisions.

Between 1838 and 1850, Hann

wrote twelve annual reports to the Board of Education of
Massachusetts.

In 1845 the Boston School Committee

undertook the Boston Survey, the first use of printed tests
for wide-scale assessment of student achievement.

r, ·!ard Lee Thorndike, considered the father of
educational testinq movement,

in the early 1900s convinced

educators that the measurement of human changes was a valid
research area.

By 1918 the testing movement was firmly

entrenched and individual tests or group tests were
developed for use in the making of many educational and
pstchological decisions.

Into the 19205 and 19305, testing

flourished with the growth of school accreditation agencies.
Ralph W. Tyler, from 1932 to 1942 conducted the Eight Year
study.

The manual from this evaluation effort dominated the

thinking of evaluators for the next t .... enty-five years.

According to Cuba and Lincoln (1981) there were six
characteristics of the post war period of evaluation:
1.

Evaluation and measurement were virtually

2.

Measurement and evaluation were tied to the scientific

J.

Evaluation focused on individual differences, and in

interchangeable concepts:

paradigm:

education, on narrow ranges of differences relating to
sUbj ect matter content:
4.

Evaluation and measurement had little t"elationship to
school programs and curricula;

5.

Evaluation was oriented to standardized and objective
measures that were norm-referenced;

n
6.

Evaluation and measurement fit in well with the
prevailing industrial metaphors guiding schools -

scientific management.

(p. 1-3)

By the 19505 a consoli<:lation was taking place in
evaluation as new applications of earlier evaluation
developments were put into action.

Tests and test

development, accreditation school surveys and the formation
or selection of ac:ceptable educational objectives became the
methods used.

Major advances were made in the late 19505

and 19605 with the pUblication of taxonomies of possible
educational objectives by Bloom (1956).

This development

provided a much needed structure around which to organize

evaluations.

A world event in 1957 was perhaps the pivotal point in
the history of evaluation.

Sputnik 1 was launched and so

was the United states paranoia regarding Soviet space
prowess.

The U. S. Government poured millions of dollars

into evaluations, using them as the tool to improve American
programming, standards in

~ducation

and cost-effectiveness.

In response to Sputnik and to the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act (ESEA) which for the first time authorized the
use of evaluations and other educational research,
development and dissemination activities, academics in the

late 19605 and early 19705 offered up a flurry of new
evaluation models for e;,cal:lination and use.

Finally, in

1980, the Joint COlllJllittee on Standards for Educational
Evaluation (1980) produced the Standards for Educational
~,

the first organized statement of principles for

sound educational evaluation.

since the early 1980s, the

professionalism of evaluation has grown and various models
continue to be debated in the literature.

Eyaluatipn Models
There are a number of evaluation modelz and a number of
taxonomies to give order to these models.

For the purposes

of this thesis, Worthen and Sanders' (1987) taxonomy of the
major eVdluatlon models, as classified by six categories,
will be used.

Guba and Lincoln (1981) place the following

models into each of the six categories (See Table J).
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Table)
Six Evaluation Models
Taxonomy: Worthen
Sanders

&

Objective~oriented

Model: Cuba

&.

Lincoln

Tyler's Model

Management-oriented

CIPF (context-input-process~
product) Model

Consumer-oriented

Scriven Model

Expertise-or'iented

Connoisseurship Hodel

A.dversary-oriented

Judicial Model

Naturalistic and
participant-oriented

Stake's Responsive Model

Tyler's Model
Guba and Lincoln (1981) characterize Tyler's model
coming from
... Primitive concepts of evaluation that began to
be formulated at the turn of the century and that
at first were entirely measurement oriented (but)
",ere reshaped by Ralph W. Tyler during the 19305
and 1940s into the

Objectives~oriented approach

that people typically think of when the term
evaluation is used today."

(p. x)

As research director of the Eight Year Study, Tyler had
a great impact on the field of evaluation.
twenty-five years, his model was

consi~ered

For close to
the standard for
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evaluations.

According to Guba and Lincoln (1981) "Tyler's

main contribution was to insist that curricula needed to be
organized around certain objectives". (p.
(1949)

said

4)

As Tyler

in his landmark work Basic principles of

Curriculum and Instruction:

The precess of evaluation is essentially the
process of determining to what extent the
educational objectives are actually being
realized .. However, since educational objectives
are essentially changes in human beings,

that is,

the obj ectives aimed at are to produce certain
desirable changes in the behav iour pattern of the
st....dents, then evaluation is the process for
determinit:g the degree to which these changes in

behaviour are actually taking place.

(p.

105-106)

In an attempt to establish to what extent a program's
objectives were being met in an evaluation, Tyler suggested
the following steps:
1.

Establish broad goals and objectives;

2.

Classify the goals and objectives;

J.

Define objectives in behavioral terms;

4.

Find situations in which achievement of objectives can
be shown;

5.

Develop or select a measurement technique;
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6.

Collect perfot"mance datal
Compare performance data with behaviorally stated
objectives.

Tyler's model has a number of strengths as described by
Guba and Lincoln (1981).

The Tyler model ....as an advancement

over the pupil centred, measurement-oriented approach that
had been used until the introduction of Tyler approach.
rationale was systematic and logical.

The

The concepts of

evaluation and measurement were finally challenged as being
different, with measurement being one of the many methods or
within evaluation.

The

rati·~nale

was easy to understand

and apply and i t had ideas such as feedback implicit within

it.

Tyler' 5 modf'll also had weaknesses.

Its critics noted

that the model lacked a Ureal" evaluative component.

It

lacked standards by whicl\ to judge the importance of the
objectives.

It ignored the value of the objectives in and

of themselves. It neglected the context in which the
evaluation takes place.

Finally the critics indicated that

Tyler omitted evidence of program value incidental to the
objectives and that i t promoted a

linear, inflexible

approach to evaluation (Worthen and Sanders,

1987).

JB

Transitional Phase of Eyaluation

By the late 1950s and early 1960s a

number of concerns

regarding Tyler's model, and its ability to be all things to
all programs, appeared.

Cronbach's (1963) paper,

~

Improvements Through EvaluatigD, makes three major points in

response to the problems being identified in the evaluation
field:
1.

If evaluation is to be of maximum use to new program
developers,

it must focus on the decisions that they

have to make during the start-up phase of the program;
:2.

Evaluations need to look at ways in which improvement::.

or refinements could occur while in development;
J.

Evaluat".ion should be more concerned with course
performance than comparative studies.

A variety of models were suggested during the 1960s,
relatively responsive to the identified needs and problems
of the evaluation field.
continued to flourish,

While objectives-oriented models

evaluators were looking at other

pivotal points for evaluation focus.

~

The context-Input-Process-Product (CIPP) Model
presented by Stufflebeam (1969) sought another focus for
evaluation.

It is based on the concept that evaluation does

not need an objectives orientation, but rather nee.ds to
focus on what decisions are being made, ""ho is making them,
on what schedule and using what criteria (Guba and Lincoln,
19S1) •

The management approach of Stufflebeam and his CIPP
Model was directed to the decision makers \O'ithin the
organization or program requiring the evaluation.

He

suggested that evaluators should incorporate or concentrate
four types of decisions when conducting an evaluation.
L

Intended ends (goals or objectives) determined
through a series of planning decisions [These
decisions are serviced by the context evaluation,
continuous assessment of needs, problems and
opportunities of the decision maker's domain]:

2.

Intended means (processes or procedures)
determine.d through a series of structuring
decisions serviced by input evaluation which
assesses alternative means for achieving the
specified ends;

J.

Actual means determined through a series of
implementing decisions (following a plan or
schedule outlined by the intended means) and
serviced by process evaluation which monitors and
"debugs" the

proces~

:; to keep them in as close
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uniformity with intended means: make::. adjustments

based on actual experience;
4.

Actual ends lead to recycling decisions
(termin3te, adjust,

recycle as is) serviced by

product evaluation concerned with comparing actual
to intended ends; also takes into account

unintended effects.

(Guba and Lincoln,

1981)

The CIPP Model's advantages were numerous.

It was the

first model to go beyond the objectives theory-base and it
responded to the new demands being placed on evaluators.

It

was excellent for projects with multi-dimensionality and

scope.

It was rational and systematic, and guidelines were

available for its application.

The model also had a number of serious flaws.

It made

assumptions about the "rationality of decision makers";
assumptions about the "openness of the decision making
process"; it ignored human relations and politics, a reality
for all evaluators (Guba and Lincoln, 1981).

Like the Tyler

model,

it failed to deal .... ith the need for standards. But

~lnlike

the Tyler model,

it was very expensive to implement,

making it impractical for most evaluation settings.
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Gga! -Free Model

Described by Michael Scriven in the late 19605, the

Goal-Free Evaluation Model ....as designed to avoid the
organizers of Tyler (objectives) and Stufflebeam (decision-

making).

Rather it was a call to recognise that many

evaluations did not take into account the side effects or
inadvertent products of programs.

Scriven suggested the

evaluation be conducted \.iithout the knowledge on the part of
the evaluator of the program's goals or objectives. He felt

that the evaluation should be initially "goal free" so that

the evaluator could "evaluate actual effects against a
profile of demonstrated needs in education"
Lincoln, 1981).

(Guba and

Scriven's focus became tne effects, rather

than the goals or decisions,

The Goal-Free Model was conducted by using t'Wo pieces
of information:

an assessment of actual effects; and a

profile of needs against which importance or salience of
effects might be asses. id,

Basically, Scriven maintained

that if an evaluator could find that a program fUlfilled a
need, then the program should get a good evaluation.

The Goal-Free Model earned a series of approvalS frolll
other evaluators.

They appreciated that evaluation could

occur even in tne absence of stated objectives and that all

effects, intended and unintended, should be considered in
judging a program.

Unfortunately the weaknesses of the Goal-Free Model
....ere significant.

Scriven's Illodel failed to identify wh"t

to look for When examining effects.

Experts ....ere needed to

perform evaluations, as only a" experienced evaluator would
know what to look for.

And again, standards were not

explained or expanded upon.

CODnoisseurship Model
Proposed by Eisner, the Connoisseurship Model used
humans as the measurement instrument, and as Guba and
Lincoln (1981) note "data collection, analysis, processing
and interpretation take place within the !lind of the jUdge
and are not open to direct inspection" (p. 19).

The connoisseurship Hodel was based on t ......o i.deas.

That

of educational connoisseurship and educational criticism.
Drawn from the metaphor of the art critic or wine taster,
this model trusted the "expert" to use his/her expertise,
training and instinct to evaluate a program using
observation and other SUbjective data-gathering methods.

Eisner's Model demonstrated strengths when in use.

It
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was a truly non-scientific model which was powerful and

useful in evaluation: the first to clearly make the b,eak
with the scientific approach.

As Worthen and Sanders (1987)

point out, "(its) greatest strength lies in translating

educated observa<:.ions into statements about educational
quality" (p. 110).

Again, weaknesses in various areas impacted on the
Model's use.
users.

There were no operational guidelines for

The traditional educators had a hard time dealing

with the high value placed on the evaluator as an expert and
th'" air of theatre that went with an art critic persona.
Also the specific preparation needed by the evaluator to

take on this role was enormous, as was noted by Smith
(1984) .

The Judicial Model
As indicated by Worthen and Sanders (1987) where most
evaluations approaches attempt to reduce bias, the
adversary-oriented approach aspires to balance it,
attempting to assure fairness by incorporating both positive
and negative views into the evaluation itself (p. 114).

i\n

evaluation is: adversarial if both sides of the question or
issue are argued, one side by advocates (in favour) and the
other by adversaries (opposed).

The notion of an adversarial approach had been
evidenced in the literat<1re prior to the development of an
actual model of evaluation.

Rice (1915) proposed a "judge

and jury", while Guba (1965) proposed the use of a legal
model.

Owens (1971, 1973) expanded on the idea using pre-

trial conferences, hearings and summaries by the prosecution
and defence.

Wolf (1973) was responsible for the

development of an adversarial model - the Judicial Model.

Wolf's Judicial Model (Wolf 1973, 1975, 1979) proposed
the following four stages:
1.

Issue generation - the identification and
development of possible issues to be addressed in
the hearing;

2.

Issue selection - elimination of issues not in
dispute and selection and further development of
those issues to be argued in the hearing;

3.

Preparation of arguments - collection of evidence.
synthesis of prior evaluation data to develop
arguments for the two opposing cases to be
presented;

4.

The Hearing - including pre-hearing discovery
sessions to review cases and agree on hearing
procedures and the actual hearings I presentation
of cases, evaluation of evidence and arguments and

panel discu5sion.

While not rigorour.ly tested in real evaluation settings
(it was tested by Wolt in Indiana in 1975 and in Hawaii in
1977). the Judicial
strengths.

Mod~'l

on the surface has a number of

Building on opposing viewpoints reveals both the

positive and negative points of a program.

The .'nformation

collected is broad and the adversarial posture creates a
great deal of interest in the audience.

As Worthen and

Sanders (1987) state "everyone loves a contest" (p. 121).
It anticipates and dissipates criticism. and substantial

planning for the evaluation is required.

It is strong in

its use of experts and it is open to ne.w viewpoints.

The Judicial Model does have weaknesses.

It has only

been tested twice. in the recent literature, and its critics
argue this is not enough rigor to pass as a model.

The

legal jargon Illay confuse the issue, and the tDodel depends on
both sides being equally able in the defense and argument of
a position.

This model has also been described as a crisis

model and not suited to a non-adversarial evaluation.

There

are questions as to its ability to provide all of the
necessary information needed to decide on an issue.

Some

suggest that compromise in revealing intormation because of
a need to win may be a possibility in some situations.

Other issues of concern include the lack of an appeal
process, the win-lose situation created, the manipulation of
data during a debate, and the cost-benefit of the case
preparation time (80\) verses the actual hearing time (20\)
(Worthen and Sanders, 1987, p. 126).

Stake Responsive Model
The Stake Responsive Model was according to Cuba and
Lincoln (1981) an emergent form of evaluation that has as
its focus the "concerns and issues of the stakeholding
audiences" (p. 23).

Stake had established his reputation on

his early work with the Countenance Model and this slowly
evolved into the Responsive Model.

Stake used as his basis the belief that every program
is different, with different. evaluation needs, and that
there is no one way to evaluate.

He believed that" ...

evaluators should have a good sense of who (they] are
working for and their concerns" (Cuba and Lincoln, 1981, p.
24).

Stake used a series of twelve events in the Responsive
Evaluation Model to show evaluators the process needed to
conduct a responsive evaluation.

using the circular clock

with step one as twelve noon and step twelve as eleven
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o'clock, one could progress from step to step_

Stake

emphasised that one did not need to follow the circular
motion, and that an evaluator was free to move clockwise,
counterclockwise or if events suggest, do several of the

steps at the same time.

In other ....ords, whatever is needed

to be responsive to the needs of the evaluation.

Figure 1

presents the steps in the Stake Responsive Model (stake
1975) :

Talk with the
clients, program
staff and audiences

Assemble
formal reports
if any

Winnow, format
to audience use

Validate, confirm,
attempt to disconfll.111

Thematize -prepare
portrayals, case studies

Identify program
scope

Overview program
activities

Discuss purposes,
concerns

conceptualize issues,
problems

Observe
Identify data
designated
needs re issues
antecedents
Select observers,
jUdges, instruments,
i f any

~.

A.ctivities encompassed in conducting a Responsive
Evaluation as delineated by Stake (1975).

The strengths of Stake's Model are varied.

It

emphasises the human element, giving evaluation a potential
for new insights and new theories.

It is flexible and gives

credence to context and the collection of multifaceted data.
It is credible to audiences and takes into account their
issues and concerns.

While his supporters are widely dispersed, there are
criticisms of the Responsive model.

Its complexity may be a

limitation, as is its sUbjectivit:y.

It has been accused of

being "loose and unsubstantiated" and its intuitive data is
a potential source of bias. (Worthen and Sanders, 1987, p.
142)

It is time consuming and its focus on evaluator

impartiality a possible problem.

Post-Model Evaluation
Lipsey, Crosse, Dunkle, Pollard, and Stobart (1986)
suggest that in post-model evaluation, the dominate
methodological approach to program evaluation

rese~t'ch

has

been based on the experimental paradigm, that is
quantitative meaSllrement of dependent variables with
('"vntrolled designs to establish cause-and-effect
relationships.

However, based on their research they

conclude that program evaluation is otten poorly ':1one within
the experimental paradigm, a widely aCknowledged fact.

They
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base this conclusion on t ....o very different factors:
(1) there are numerous practical difficulties
inherent in the matching of good research design

to practical program circumstances:
(2) social scientists, for the most part are not
very well trained to do methodologically exacting
research under field conditions.

:p.

154)

Lipsey, Crosse, Ounkle, Pollard, and Stobart (1986) go

on to declare that there are impressive alternatives to the
experimental paradigm, lending insight and understanding
into and of social programs: program monitoring or
information system mode (Attkisson, Hargreaves, Horowitz,
and Sorensen, 1978): naturalistic observational and survey
studies (Guba and Lincoln, 1981): and other such rationalempirical investigations (Cronbach, 1980; Glass and Ellett,
1980; scriven, 1974).

They note that "these approaches are

generally superior to the experimental paradigm for
answering a broad range of important questions about social
programs, many of which cannot be handled well within the
experimental paradigm" (p. 172).

Guba and Lincoln (1986) suggest that post-model
evaluation has "moved through three generations of
development and is currently entering the fourth generation"
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(p. 70j.

They go on to define the four generations as

fallo....s:
(a) First generation - technical with the
evaluator as technician;
(b) Second generation - characterized by

description of patterns of strengths and
weaknesses .....ith respect to stated objectives with
evaluator as role of describer;

(e) Third generation - characterized by efforts to

reach jUdgements in Which the evaluator is the
judge;
(d) Fourth generation - characterized as

responsive, taking as a point of view ... the
claims, concerns and issues put forth by members

of a variety of stakeholding audiences.
based on negotiation.

It is

(p. 70-74)

Guba and Lincoln (1986)

further state "(that)

fourth

generation evaluation is neither a competitor nor a
replacement for earlier forms: instead, it subsumes them,
while moving the evaluation process to higher levels of
sophistication and utility" (p. 85).

Ho....ever. they caution

that fourth generation evaluation cannot become a fully
functioning reality unless two conditions are met:
(1) it must achieve acceptance and legitimization
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in the evaluation community; and
(2)

it must be implemented by practitioners ....ho

are properly trained in its methods and socialized
in its values.

(p.

86)

Palumbo and Nachmias (1984) note that

... now, more than in the past, there is some
acceptance for an alternative me 1;hodo!ogy
sometimes called 'qualitative' evaluation research

and sometimes called 'nbcuralistic' inquiry or
ethnographic research (Guba and Lincoln, 1981;
Patton,

1980).

This methodology is becoming

someWhat more popular because it resolves the
evaluators predicament by attempting to represent
all significant value positions in the evaluation
(House, 1980).

At the same time, some find it

more effective for purposes of utilization.

(p.

106)

Conner, Altrnan and Jackson (1984) see that a 1Ilongstanding dispute in the evaluation research literature has
centred on the advisability of lising quantitative or
qualitative rnethods" (p. 16).

They indicate that this has

created an unfortunate 'either/or' situation.

They suggest

that evaluators in the later years of the twentieth century

have gone beyond this 'either/or' distinction.

Instead

modern evaluation has been replaced by how "we can
capitalize on the complementarity of these approaches to
design more sensitive stUdies" (p. 17).

Lam (1992) regards the new path" ... of program
evaluation ... (as one that] acknowledges the complexity dnd
restrictions of field research, encourages evaluation
approaches that are multiplicative, broadly evidentially
b"l.sed, theory driven, cognizant of the uncertainty in
program effects estimate, and reliant on both research
methodologies and human jUdgement".

Finally Palumbo and

Nachmias (l9S4) suggest that there is " ... no ideal
evaluation paradigm: the dominant model is both
methodologicallY and institutionally inadequate.

Perhaps,

like all Holy Grails, the ideal evaluation paradigm in all
its pristine trappings might will be eternally beyond our
grasp" (p. 113).

Evaluation in Distance Education
Holmberg (198l, 1986) suggests that a good deal of both
theoretical study and pr'lctical work has gone into the
evaluation of distance education, both of a formative type
(to improve course and tuition) and of a summative type (to
describe and provide a kind of product declaration).

He
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indicates that the basis of evaluation are:
learning objectives
performance standards

consultation with future employers/teaching bodies
achievement tests
student opinions
specialist opinions

He notes a special concern for distance educat.ion

evaluators, that of. the cost-benefit analysis in relation to

distance education (Holmberg, 1986. p. 62).

According to Verduin and Clark (1991) program

evaluation takes on additional meaning when applied to
distance education.

Distance educators tend to assume that

distance education reduces certain barriers to learning,
provides for more learner-centred instruction, is more
convenient and meets the needs of adults more effectively
than conventional education.

Thorpe (1988) suggests several important reasons for
distance education evaluation.

She indicates that distance

educators" we difficulty in gathering information about
their learners and their wants and needs, because of the

lack of face-to-face contact.

She believes that distance

educators should be responsive to learners' needs, but that
formal assessment is required to establish these needs (p.
183-184).

Thorpe (1988) states

.•. that evaluation is needed because distance
education is still in an embryonic, innovative
stage,

~ith

considerable developmental activities

taking place.

Different models, strategies, and

systems are being tried and tested, and educators
need to determine effoctiveness on a comparative
basis.

Consistent evidence through regular

evaluation can provide for a more structured
process and prevent random activity. (p. 183)

Evaluation, suggests Thorpe,
effective and what is not.

~ill

reveal what is

She notes that distance

education should use evaluation similar to business and
industry evaluation models; to ensure that customers are
satisfied.

Finally, Thorpe states:

... Any effective distance education organization,
because of its unique place in educating adults,
must have a plan tor evaluating the program to
detp.rmine its value and accomplishments.

A sound

evaluation plan would be holistic in nature to
ensure that all parts of the proqram are
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functioning successfully.

(p.

195)

Imp] ications af the Literature

The evaluation of distance education is, for the most

part, the evaluation of adult learning, since the majority
of distance education experiences,

to date, take place in

post-secondary and community education settings.

In

choosing an evaluation approach, it is important to consider
the needs of the main audience group - adult learners.

In a discussion of which general evaluation framework
to adopt in adult education, Grotelueschen (1980) suggests
that it should include democratic and naturalist-ic
approaches.

Beder (1979)

and Ruddock (1981)

stress the need

for adaptability and fle-d.tility While conducting the
evaluation in adult learning settings.

Ruddock (1981) lists

the methods that could be used in an evaluation process,
including experimental analysis, statistical analysis
panels, sociometric analysis, participant observation,
illumination evaluation, critical incidents, role analysis,
in-depth interviews, life histories, document analysis and
participatory research.

Brookfield (1986) proposes several approaches that
appear most likely to qualify as the framework for
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educational evaluation.
(a)

These include:

participatory evaluation, ""here the major
precept of adult education, namely
involvement of the adult in all stages of
education and the control over his/her
learning, is advanced to evaluation - Le.
adults evaluating t.heir own success;

(b)

the perspective discrepancy assessment, based
on the assumption that "the educational
process can be best understood by examining
how those involved perceive and understand
the process and themselves in relation to it"
(Mezirow 1978, p. 52) - Le. the model
concentrates on the identification of key
decision areas and the crucial questions
facing those involved in decision making; and

(c)

andragogy and the collaborative models of
evaluation - this model, while offering no
data collection ideas, suggests that changing
the relationships among group members can be
examined throug!l a detailed analysis of
verbal interchanges.

(p. 276-279)

In Choosing an evaluation model for the evaluation of
Education 6521, Memorial University of Newfoundland's first

"

approved graduate distance education course, the researcher

carefully considered all models presented in the literature.
The researcher chose the Responsive Evaluation Model of
Robert E. Stake.

In choosing this model, the researcher was

influenced by two factors:

(1)

the adult

education/evaluation literature ""hieh, while not naming the
Stak.e Model does suggest many of the characteristics of
Responsive Evaluation; and (2) the desire to replicate a

modified Stake model, t...,ice used by other researchers to
evaluate adult education programs in the areas of literacy
and extension education.

In using this model in th.i.s

particular setting, the researcher would be providing

another opportunity to establish its applicability to adult
distance education programs.

5.
CHAPTER III

Evaluation Methodology
The Course to be Evaluated

Education 6521 - Instructional Development is a
graduate course offered by Memorial University Ot"

Newfoundland.

It is an introductory course on instructional

design, included as a required course on the graduate
programs Educational communications and Technology, School

Resource Services (School Libraries) lnd Teaching.

It is a

closed elective, completed by approximately 90' of the
students on the Curriculum and Instruction Program.

It is

also an open elective by the Educational Administration
Program.

Recently, it has also been approved as a required

course on the Master of Nursing Program

f~r

specialists in

Nursing Education.

It .... as chosen ior development as a dist.ance education
course at the graduate level for the following reasons:
1.

Its yearly enrolment is bet\oleen 60 and 70
students, and it is offered at least three times
per year.

Potential enrolment was considered high

enough, in terms of the cost-effectiveness of
course development, for the School of General and
Continuing Studies to commit to the funding of the

"
2.

Education 6521 was already an approved graduate

course. Therefore it did not require, at least
from a content perspective, the exhaustive process
of committee sanctioning by the Faculty of
Education, the School of Graduate Studies, and

Senate.
J.

It was not like the majority of graduate courses,
in that it incorporated a practicum.

It did not

require a heavy reading load reliant on library

4.

It was not a straight lecture course, but rather
it incorporated a variety of media and methods in

its on-campus format such as lecture,
consultation, assigned readings and of course, a
practicum.

While the offering of Education 6521 by distance

education required significant alteration of the on-campus
course, the alterations were in the way the live course was
structured and the methods of delivery, rather than in the
course content.

In designing Education 6521 for distance

deli very, the course development team chose a system
developed by Samuel Postlethwait in the early 19605 - the
audio-tutorial system of instruction.

The basic structure
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of the audio-tutorial system of instruction is as follows:
1.

the main medium of delivery is audiotape.

A

series of aUdiotapes contain informal

lectures or "conversations" which include the
basic course content and personal anecdotes
and experiences of the instructor;
2.

audiotapes are supplemented by other media,
most notably print in the form of a course

manual and/or workbook.

These provide a

structured sequence of learning activities:
3.

other media are used to provide visual
instruction - these media might include

realia, slides, films, or videotape,
depending on the purpose of the instruction

and the content to be presented.
(postlethwait, 1977)

It was believed by course developers that the audiotutorial approach to distance education, especially at the
graduate level, would have certain advantages over live
courses delivered by traditional lecture, including
repetition (the amount of which is controlled by the
student), concentration (again within the students de(,,:isionmaking power), size of SUbject matter units, use of
appropriate media and communications vehicles for particular
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objectives, and the integration of learning activities and
situations into the course design.

Because the main component of this course was
audiotapes, a set of twelve "fireside chats" or armchair

conversations about the various elements of instructional
development and the author I s experiences in doing
instructional development were created.

Each tape was

related to a section of the print materials provided.

In addition to the aUdiotapes there were four

Videotapes.

The first introduced the course, its creators,

the off-site instructor (during the pilot offering) and the
on-site laboratory instructor.

The three remaining

videotapes focused on the key aspects of instructional

development including task analysis, objectives and testirl.g,
and instructic.181 methods and delivery systems.

The print materials included a programmed instruction
textbook, designed to provide the student with both content
and practice in applying instructional development to
specific instructional settings.
similar to a laboratory workbook.

Th.is would be considered
1>. book of readings

included a set of twelve selected articlCls that provided
students with the content of much of the current lectures

all.~

readings required in the on-campus course. A commercial

textbook provided a basic framework in instructional design.
Two aUdio teleconferences were scheduled by the instructor
and laboratory instructor in order to assist with allY
problems, to encourage project development, and to stimulate
learner interaction.

The use of all course materials was directed by a
course manual, which included information on the assignments
and main project, and the final exam.

Also included in the

course manual was the scope and sequence for the course,
laying out suggested dates and time lines for assignments
and readings.

Procedures of the Evaluation
In selecting a model for the evaluation of Education
6521, the researcher examined a number or approaches
espoused in the literature.

The Responsive Evaluation

Model, developed by Robert E. Stake (1975) was selected
because of its flexibility, its comprehensiveness, and its
particular application to two other distance education
programs in recent years (Lertpradist, 1990; Kettle [in
progress J ) •

Responsive evaluation has two major characteristics as
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(ollows:
1.

Its design is emergent.

While it may be possible

to anticipate that any number of activities may
occur within a responsive evaluation, how and when

they occur cannot be specified in advance.

Even

instr.uments cannot be fully developed until the
evalullotion is ongoing. since each data·gathering

activity is depe,-.";'ent on the results of the data
collected previously.

An inherent part of

responsive evaluation, then, is that data are
analyzed as they are collected, and subsequent
evaluation activities emerge from the ongoIng
analysis of the data.

2.

Its basic framework for the collection of data is
the concerns and issues of the various
stakeholders - or audiences - of the program being
evaluated.

The inforrnation needs of these groups

guide the evaluation, hence an early step in the
implementation of a responsive evaluation is the
identification of audience concerns and issues.

Adherence ..... ith these two basic tenets - evaluation
focused on audience information needs and evaluati .. <i that is
emergent in design, is all that is required for an

.,
evaluation to be considered responsive.

In addition,

responsive evaluation permits the inclusion of data from
multiple sources and the collectio1"" I)f data through multiple

means, resulting in both quantitath-" and qualitative data
and a comprehensive evaluation on all aspects of a given
program.

stake's Responsive Evaluation
Stake used a series of twelve events in the Responsive
Evaluation Model to show evaluators the process needed to
conduct a responsive evaluation.

Using the circular clock

with step one as twelve noon and step twelve as eleven
o'clock, one could

progres~

around the clock.

However Stake

emphasised that one should not necessarily follow the

circular motion,

and that an evaluator was free to move

clockwise, counterclockwise or if events suggest, do several
of the steps at the same time.

In other words, whatev..!r is

needed to be responsive to the needs of the evaluation (Sec
Figure 1, p. 46) •

Based on Stake's Responsive Evaluation Hodel,
study implemented a

re~ponsive

this

evaluation as modified by

tertpradist (1990) in her work entitled A study of the
Application of A Selected Evaluation Methodology in an
Extension Setting and work by Blair Kettle (in progress) _
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Both of these studies explored the utility of a responsive

evaluation approach in a dist.ance education setting.
Lertpradist (1990) collapsed certain steps in Stake's
diagram,

resulting in an eight step evaluation process

(See

Figure 2).

Identify aUdience,
Program scope

Summarize datal
report results

Identify concerns,
issues

Apply criteria!

standards
Set standards

Observe program
t r aDs act ionslout comes

Select/develop
methods and
instrultlt!nts

Analyze concerns,
issues

~.

Ad8p"',ion of Stake I 5 prominent events in the
Responsive Evaluation (Stake 1915) to Education
6521 by distance.

Implementation of the Evaluation Model

The evaluation was designed and implemented during Fall

Semester 1992, as the pilot offering of the course was
occurring.

Early steps in the evaluation process included a

••
survey of aUdiences to gather intor.ation on their concerns
and issues, and the setting of evaluation standards based on
audiences'

concerns.

In addition a student profile sheet

and a pretest ware distributed to learners.

The student profile sheet was designed to gather

demographic data on learners, inclUding their educational

backgrounds, age range, professional backgrounds, ilInd career
experiences.

The pretest was !Jased on the objectives of the

course, and it was desiqned to establish the entry level
knowledge of the learners regarding instructional
development.

Data were gathered through other instruments and
methods, including document and record analysis, interviews,
and written questionnaires (see Appendix 8 for instrulllents).
A post-test (the same as the pre-test) was ... :!Illinistered at
the end of the course and was used to establish learners'
knowledge of instructional development upon completion of
the course.

A student e ....aluation questionnaire ..,as also

administered at
t ....o parts:

th~

end of the course.

This instrument had

the first part sought feedback from learners on

their cogniti ....e experiences, and the second part measured
learners! affective course experiences.
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rnterv lews were conducted both fonnally and informally,
throuqhout the course offering.

The evaluator was in

frequent contact with most students in her role as
laboratory instructor, and she randomly conducted interviews

on course progress when students sought assistance with the

course assignments.

Document and record analysis was frequent and ongoing.
The two teleconference sessions were aUdiotaped, and the
tapes were transcdbed and analyzed for pertinent data from
learners on thei.r problems and experiences.

The evaluator

kept notes on telephone calls from students seeking
assistance.

assistance

The focus of this anal.ysis was the types of
requir~d

by the lear"'l'l!l:s and the types of

responses or assistancQ providQ:i by the laboratory
instructor and the ::ourse instructor.

Also analyzed \,tere

the assignments, projects, and examinations submitted by
students, and the gr;;.\des submitted by the course instructor.

The Stakeholders
The researcher identified six audience groups as having
a stake in Education 6521 Instructional Development.
are as follows:
enr~led

1.

The students who

2.

The instructor, who ...·as responsible for

in the course.

They
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design and delivery of the pilot offering.
J.

The course development team, which included the

course instructor, an instructional developer, and

an evaluator.
4.

The School of General and Continuing Studies, Who

vere responsible for funding the development of
the course and also for the administration of the
course delivery system.

5.

The Faculty of Education, in particular the
Associate Dean of Graduate Programs, since it was
this group that gave initial approval for the

development of the course,
E.

The School of Graduate Studies, which grants

approval for all graduate course and program
offerings, and which developed the regulations

governing the c.ifering of distance education

All stakoholder groups were contacted for the purpose
of eliciting their evaluation concerns, issues and
information needs.

6'
&Y.itl.uation Standards

A number of evaluation standards, and the criteria for
these standards. have been formulated for this

1.

study.

They

Evidence af Instructional Design Critet'ia.

Thi~l

standard will be evidenced by the presence of

objectives; the stUdent evaluations in relation to
the achievement of objectives; content development
that i.s guided by a task and concept analysis,
Which a.re based on a needs assessment.

2.

Administrative and Management/Logistic

Contingencies Support the Course.

This standard will be evidenced by the following

criteria: materials received on time; mail
response tinle is acceptable: teleconference
schedule is appropriate; telephone access to the

laboratory instructor is acceptable; materials are
received by the students in a functioning order;
turnaround time on
adequate.

0

Jsignments and feedback is

Course Results in Positive cognitive Outcomes.

This standara. will be evidenced by the dchievement
of the learners; their aChievement versus p<?o.st
experiences and examination outcomes.

4.

Instructional Materials Provide Comprehensive
Content Coverage.

This standard will be evidenced by a materials
package that is professional in appearance: the
effectiveness as viewed by the learners;
incorporation of mechanisms for learner feedback;
the comprehensiveness of the package; the
provision of adequate preparation for evaluation
measures: the appropria\.;:-1'\ess to learner needs.

5.

Course Development Results in Positive Affective
Outcomes.

This standard will be evidenced by positive
feelings on the part of 1ellrners llbout the course
experience: a positive attitude about the selfdirected nature of the course: its built-in
student control; the pre-packaged nature of the
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course materials: the learners access to a course
distant from Memorial university of Newfoundland '5
rna in campus.

6.

Evaluation Measures are suitable to the Course.

This standard will be evidenced by the
effectiveness of course assignments in developing

the final project: the suitability of the main
project with regard to the goals and objectives of

the course; the adequate measurement of
theoretical content by the final examination.

Eval\lation Schedule

The evaluation of the pilot distance education course
Educat.ion 6521 took place between September 1992 and
December 1992.

Prior to the course beginning. in August 1992 the first
instrument was mailed to all stakeholders, excluding the
students of the courst!.

Analysis of tht! content of this

instrument guidt!d the completion of the list of standards
and the final form of evaluation procedures and instruments.

Ouring the course, interviews and calls ....ere ongoing

between the laboratory instructor and the learners.
Assignments and other documents were monitored,

includinq

adherence to the scope and sequence chart in the course
manual.

Post-course evaluation included the distribution of
instrument five to the learners, the analysis of final
products, examinations, and instructor grades, and the
summarizing of data from all sources.

"

CHAPTER IV

Implementation of Evaluation
Introduction

The evaluation of Education 6521 Instructional
Development took place during- the first or pilot offering of
the course in the fall semester, 1992.

Data were collected

through interviews, questionnaires, and document and record
analysis throughout the semester, and for a two-week period
after the course had ended.

Preliminary data collection

identified all aUdiences and their concerns and issues, in
order that the evaluator could develop evaluation standards.
The summary of all data is presented here in terms of the
evalua tlon standards.

The Audiences

The evaluator identified a number of stakeholders in
the course.

They are the students ....ho enroled in the

course, the course instructor, the developers of the course,
the Learning Resources Program Group, tha sponsor of the
course - namely the School of General and continuing Studies
at Memorial University, the Faculty of Education as
represented by the Associate Dean for Graduate Programs and
the School of Graduate Studies.

The Stydents.

The first offering of the distilnce

education version of Education 6521, restricted the number
of students to fifteen.

This was the size restriction of

the on-campus version of the course.

F i (teen students were

registered tor the course by the end of registration on
August 21, 1992.

These students represented fi-'.., regions in Newfounuland
inclUding the st. John's region, the Avalon/Burin PeninsuLa
region, the Central Newfoundland region, the West Coast
region and the Labrador region (see Appendix C for a map of
the home communities of the students who participated in the
pilot offering).

Whi Ie students were all enrolc.d in

graduate degree programs leading to a Master of Education,
their backgrounds showed considerable range.

They had

previously completed between one and three undergraduate
degrees or diplomas.

Their teaching experiences ranged from

one to more than twenty years.

The were currently employed

in a variety of educational roles, inclUding remedial
reading specialist, teacher-l ibrarian, seconda ry teacher,
junior high teacher. program co-ordinator for a school
district, and community college student advisor (see Table
4).
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Table 4.

Student Demographics of those Enroled in the pilot
Offering of Education 6521 Instructional
Development

Range of Age
Under 25
25-30
31-40
41-50
Over 50

So:,
Female
Male
Location
st. John's
Avalon/East Coast
Central
West Coast
North Coast/Labrador
Degrees Held
Two Degrees (B.Ed.+ B.A.}
(B.Ed.+ B.Sc.)
(B.Ed. + B.Spec.Ed.)
One Degree (B.A.Ed.)
(B. Ed. )

By the end of the 'drop and add period' of october 27,
1992, a timeframe used by Memorl" .. University for students
to adjust their enrolment status, two of the original
fifteen had dropped or left the course without academic
prejuc.ice (one from the st. John's region and one from the
Avalon/Burin region).
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The Instructor.

The instructor for the course had over

twenty years or teaching experience in both the K - 12
school system and a university setting.

She had taught

Education 6521 for approximately 10 years on-campus, and had
redesigned the course shortly after taking responsibility

for

t~e

course in the early 19805.

She was instrun;ental in

its development as a distance education course, working as

il

member of the instructional development team durinq the two
years of its formal development.

After completion of the

distance version. she was the off-slte instructor, while

temporarily residing in victoria, British Columbia.

The Course Developers.

The team of course developers

for the Education 6521 was comprised of three people: the
course instructor and two graduate students.

Each graduate

student took on a distinct role wi thin the team, one as
instructional developer and one as evaluator.

The course

instructor assumed the role of SUbject matter expert.

The instructional developer was a graduate student in
Educational communications and Technology at Memorial
university with an undergraduate degree in Arts.

She was

employed as a program co-ordinator with a large metropolitan
school board.

The evaluator was a graduate student in Educational
communications and Technology at Memorial university with an
undergraduate degree in Arts.

She was employed as a

laboratory instructor with the Faculty of Education at
Memorial university.

She also acted as on-site coordinator

for Education 6521.

Learning Resources Program Group.

The Learning

Resources Program Group was identified as one of the
stakeholders of the evaluation of Education 6521.

The six

members of this group included members of the Faculty of
Education, sessionals and contractual lecturers who taught
Learning Resources designated courses and the Learning
Resources laboratory instructor.

They were identified as

stakeholders because of the group's function, that of an
informal "overseer" of the development, delivery and
evaluation of program offerings within the academic area of
Learning Resources.

Both the on-campus course and the

distance education course in Instructional Development were
considered offerings of the Learning Resources Program
Group.

Division of continuing Studies.

Although an academic

course with the FaCUlty of Education, Education 6521 in its
distance format, was delivered throughout the province using

7B

the facilities of the Division of Continuing Studies, a
branch of the School of General and continuing Studies.

The

Division of Continuing Studies administers programmes and
courses for part-time stUdents.

In the fall and winter

semesters, approximately 4,500 students register for nondegree credlt and degree credit courses in the distance

education programme and the evening programme.

In the

distance education programme, courses are offered in over 40
centres throughout Newfoundland and Labrador using a multi-

media format.

Education 6521 was the first graduate course

developed and delivered through the Division of Continuing
StUdies, and there was considerable interest on the part of

the Division in the outcomes of the experience.

Faculty of Education.

As the on-campus version of the

course Education 6521 is an offering of the Faculty of
Education, the Faculty was ider.tified as a stakeholder in
the evaluation of the distance education version of the
course.

This stakeholder group was represented by the

Associate Dean of Graduate Programs, FaCUlty of Education.

School of Graduate Studies.

Also identified as a

stakeholder in the development and delivery of the graduate
level course by distance waF. the School of Graduate Studies.
The School was represented by the Associate Dean of Graduate
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Studies.

The AUdience:

Issues and Concerns Identification

To identify the issues, concerns, and questions of all

the named audiellces, the researcher used questionnaires,
interviews and other survey instruments with each ot the
representatives of thQ various audiences.

In addition,

students were asked to complete pretests and student profile
sheets.

From the data the following categories of concerns

and issues emerged:
1.

Administrative concerns/ issues:

2.

Materials design and development concerns/issues;
Evaluation concern3/ issues;
communication concerns/ issues;

5.

Maintenance of perceived graduate standards

concerns/ issues;
6.

Learners concerns/ issues

Administrative CODcernslIssues.

Many ot the concerns

of the audiences were administrative in nature.

One of the

concerns of the developers was the efficacy of the delivClt"y
system, given that they were redesigning an on-site course
for delivery via distance means.

This was especially

important during the pilot offering, since the on-site
coordinator would be the laboratory instructor, and the

course instructor would be living in British Columbia.

It

was deemed especially important to ensure that the delivery
system was supportive of the learners, provh: '.n9 as much
information as possible for the successful completion of the
course and as much opportunity for dialogue and feedback as
could be given.

It was also an administrative concern of

the developers that the materials be accurate and that they
be delivered in a timely manner.

The Learning Res,;,urces Program Group also had an
administrative concern.

This concern related to the

students I access to resources, and that such access be
adequate.

The Division of Continuing Studies, as its
administrative issue/concern, asked: How could the course be
technically improved?

In a telephone interview, the

Division representative expandE!d on this question by noting
the importance of acquiring data from the evalui.tion on
student attitudes a,ld experiences regarding access to the
university library.

Information was needed on their use of

LIBLINE, a service of Memorial university's Library where
rHstance students can access reading materials required by
the course that are not included in the materials sent to
the students for various reasons, inclUding lack of

permission to reprint for student use at the time the
materials are needed.

Materials Design and Development Concerns/lssues.

The

instructor, the developers, the Division of Continuing
Studies, the Faculty representative and the .:;chool or
Graduate Studies representative all noted well- designed
instructional materials as an ;,s5ue and concern.

The

developers went on to indicate that a particular concern was
that materials design follow an instructional development
frame\olork and that evidence of instructional development be
obvious in the structure, organization, and integration of
all course materials and resources.

Evaluation Concernsiissues.

The majority of

stakeholder groups indicated positive student evaluations
and adequate performance of students in t,!rms of grades as
evaluation issues and concerns.

The Faculty of Education representative went on to
suggest that "I would like to see the evaluation deal with
the appropriateness of the course as a distance education
course.

For example, what difficulties did students

e:ncoonter due to the courst>
education. "

~eing

offered by distance
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The School of Graduate Studies representative c.'\utioned
that a positive student evaluation response may be tied to
the requests by students for more distance education at the
graduate level, even if the course is judged to be inferior

by graduate standards.

He went on to indicate that it would

not be, in his opinion, an ideal situation for whole

graduate programs to be delivered via distance. even though
there might be an audience for such programs.

Finally he

suggested that adequate grade performance could be of some

indication of success.

Commun i cat ion Concernsiissues. All aUdiences noted the
importance of an adequate communication link between

students and instructor/institution.

The Learning Resources

Program Group also suggested "... the abil i ty [for students J
to interact on a human level (perhaps once a semester) ....hich
would provide an interesting addition [to the course]

Maintenanc@ of Perceived Graduate Standards
ConcernslIssues.
contentious.

This issue seemed to be the most

While most of the audiences asked for

graduate-level standards, most on-campus courses ha ....e been
designed and delivered without such standards and are often
not evaluated at all.

8J

The Learning Resources Program Group felt that students
off campus should be able to receive credit for a course
that is equivalent to an on-campus course.

It was also

suggested that it ....ould be " ... interesting to compare 00-

campus and off-campus results".

The Division of CClr,tinuing Studies representative
indicated success in terms of course objectives, the same
(shoul~

(objectivesl as that of the on-campus course
achieved).

be

The course should demonstrate the feasibi lity of

quality graduate courses by distance education and should
reflect requests for additional distance education course
offerings.

Finally the representative asked "Were the

systems and resources used adequate to provide a suitable
graduate learning experience (to the pilot group]?"

The representative of

~he

Faculty of Education felt

that the distance version of Education 6521

I

•••

should serve

as an integral part of the graduate program in Learning
Resources for stUdents on tb.lt program.
it should not be a

I

For all students.

stand alone I course but its rel2'tionship

to program com.nonents should be obvious. It

Finally the School of Graduate Studies representative
indicated that Education 6521 should

achi~ve

"no difference

between 'on-campus' and 'distance education' [that is]
making thE> experience equivalent especially since there is
no designation of 'DE' ')n the distance course [which would
identify it as non-on-car-pus course on students
transcripts]."

In arldition, he asked "Is the distance

education course a good course?
graduate It!vel work?

Does its workload equal

Does the course (req\lire] personal

initiative (of students]?"

Learners I Concerns/Issues.

Here the instructor

indicated that the C:Clrse should be a "valuable experience
for learners in terms of their needs being met" and there
should be "achievement gains in 10 knowledge and competency
as indicated on evaluation measures".

In addition, the

students' attitudinal data regarding the course experience
should be taken into account.

The developers suggested that from the initial needs
assessment, \:.he issue of commonality of background (namely
that all the learners would meet the minimum requirements
for entry into the graduate programs offered by Memorial
University)

I

while at the same time exhibiting vast

diversity of experiences and work histories, was an issue
~nd

concern to be dealt with.

Knowing that the learners

would expect meaningful training in tl'''! SUbject matter in

order to bellefit their immediate or particular situations
and yet be in positions requiring a range from expert to
rUdimentary knowledge, was a concern.

The Learning Resources t'rogram Group felt that student
satisfacti·:'m regarding feedback on projects/assignments
should be examined as an issue and concern of the learners.

The Faculty of Education representative asked that the
evaluation include the students views on how well the goals
of the course were Hchieved, in order to address learners'
issues and concerns.

~\tion

Standards

The data gathered from the various stakeholder groups
and the course objectives were synthesized by the evaluator.
From this synthesis activity the following evaluation
standards, and the criteria indicating that standards have
been met, have been formulated.

standard 1.

Tbere is evidence ot an instructional

develop.ent tramework in tho course design and materials.
Criterion 1:

Presence ot cleat:ly delineated objectives

Criterion 2:

Student evaluation based on objectives

Criterion 3:

Presence of task analysis

Criterion 4:

Conten':. development guided by task analysis

criterion

Evidence of needs assessment

5:

standard 2.

Tbere is administrative and logistical support

for tbe course.
criterion

1:

Criterion 2:

Materials received on time
Mail

respons~

tilte is acceptable to students

and instructor
criterion J:

Teleconference component is scheduled
appropriately

criterion 4:

Materials are error free

Criterion 5:

Turnaround time on assignments/feedback is
adequate

Standard

J.

Tbe course results in positive cognitive

outcomes.
Criterion 1:

Achievement on examinations/assignments

criterion 2:

Comparative final grade results with past
offerings

StandareS ••

Tbe instructional materials provide

comprebensive content coverage.
Criterion 1:

Effectiveness of materials as jUdged by the
students

criterion 2:

Adequacy of content coverage in relation to

assignment/examination pre par-at ion
criterion 3:

Effectiveness of materials as judged by the
Learning Resources Program Ciroup

Criterion 4:

Professional/technical quality of materials

criterion 5:

Adequacy of student feedback mechanisms ir
instructional materials

standard S.

The course reSUlts in positive affective

outcomes.
Criterion 1:

Student feelings regarding the distance

criterion 2:

Student attitUdes regarding the self-directed

Criterion 3:

Student attitudes reg"lrding built-in student

education course experience

nature of the course

control of timing and pacing

standard 6.

There is evidence of suitability of evaluation

measures of the course.
criterion 1:

suitability of 3 minor course assignments in

Criterion 2:

Effectiveness of 3 minor assignments in terms

Criterion 3:

Suitability of the major assignment in

Criterion 4:

Effectiveness of the final examination in

relation to objectives

of their contribution to the major assignment

relation to the course objectives

ee
measuring the theoretical content ot the

Evaluation Resylts

Standard 1.

There is evidence of an instructional

develop.ent fr_evorJt in tbe course d..aigD and materials.

The first standard that was applied in this evaluation
was evidence of instructional developmElnt framework.

An

early indication of instructional development Io'as discovered
through the inspection of the records of the instructional
developer and the other members of the course development

team.

Thorough examination of those records provide

evidence that a needs assessment formed the basis of a
detailed task and concept analysis.

Review of the course

manual, sent to each student by the Oivl'.. ~on of continuing
stUdies at the beginning of the course, indicated the
presence of objectives based on the task and concept
analysis, which in turn were the basis for the course
evaluation plan.

In fact, the evaluation description noted

on each component the applicable objective being tested.
The content development was systematic and systemic,
following the task and concept analysis, the objectives and
the evaluation criteria for Education 6521.
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An attitude questionnaire in the form of a Likert Scale
was distributed to the students of Education 6521 by the
Division of Continuing Studies after the course's
completion.

Ten of the thirteen participants in the course

responrled to the questionnaire.
of the full questionnaire.)

(see Appendix 8 for a copy

Three questiuns were included

which were directly and/or indirectly related to the
standard evidence of an instructional development framework..

Table 5.

Student Responses to Items Reflecting Evidence of
an Instructional Development Framework.

Questionnaire Item

N-IO
Strongly agree
fagree

Strongly disagree
jdisagrc(!

1. The instructor made
it clear what was
expected of me at the
beg inning of the course.
4. The instructor seemed
to know the subject.

10

7. The course was well

organized.

10

Standard 2. There 111 administrative and logistical support
tor the course.
Materials Delivery.

One of the aspects of Education

6521 'Which concerned and affected the students the most was
the administration and management of the course logistics.

On examination of the on-site coordinator's notes and
records it was shown that most of the materials frem the
Division of Continuing Studies did arrive on time for the
The one exception, in the majority of cases,

students use.

appeared to be a delay in the delivery of the Book of
Readings.

Only one student had a major problem with late arrival
of materillis.

Upon investigation it was discovered that he

toad not changed his address with the Division of Continuing
Studies when he moved to the coast of Labrador.

Because of

this his materials wel'e shipped, along with his other
belongings, by coastal boat to Labrador instead of flown in
by Canada Post.

This caused a delay of about three weeks.

The only major delay with the materials delivery
occurred at the other end of the process - that is the
delivery of the final examinations and assignments to the
instructor.

Because of inadequate numbers of staff at the

Division of Continuing Studies (one person is responsible
for all incoming and outgoing mail, examinations, and
projects for all distance program offerings relying on
student assistants who usually disappear at the end of
semester since they too, have exams or other course
comrni tments), ,'nd the fact that the instructor ....as located

in British Columbia for the semester, there \oIas a delay in
the materials reaching the course instructor.

Despite

efforts to decrease delays by using fax machines where
possible, only three tinal grades were sUblllitted to the
Registrar's Office by December 21, 1992, the normal deadline
tor sublUission at Fall grades.

Students for wholll grades

....ere not submitted, were issued "incompletes" until the
final evaluation by the instructor was completed.

All but

one of the remaining grades were submitted by the first
incomplete deadline, January 18, 1993, and the final grade
for an extended incomplete requested by one student was
submitted to the Reqist>:ar's Oftice by Feb:;uary 5, 1993,

Communications.

First contact tor Illost students was by

telephone, with the coordinator making some of the first
contacts, while sOllle of the student!: initiated
cOl:lJllunication.

Later in the semester t ....o pieces of

correspondence ....ere mailed to the students: onp- to ask t:.em
to participate in the evaluation of the course, and the
second to forewarn them that incomplete qrades for the
course might be necessary because of the mail delays that
were experienced both at the Division of Continuing Studies
and Canada Post,

The mail response ....as somewhat slow especially during
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the end of the semester. which ....as close to the Christmas

season.

The students and on-site coordinator, and the on-

site coordinator and the course instructor, began
cOJlUllunications via fax almost ilftlllediately after thtl:
beginnIng of the course, in addition to conventional mail

and telephone.

In total there were 75 faxes sent among the

students, on-site coordinator and the course instructor.

In

two instances the students communicated directly with the
course instructor, when the questions or issues needed input

or direct decision-making by her.

In terms at telephone contact with the on-site
coordinat~r.

the records of the coordinator indicate that

between August 27, 1992 and December 21,

telephone contacts between the

student~

1992 there were 92

and the coordinator.

(see Table 6).
Table 6.

Telephone Contact in Education 6521.

Schedule of Calls by Month
August
september
October
November
December
Call Initiation/Contact
Initiated by Student
Initiated by Coordinator

N •

92

1

5
47

21
18
N "" 92

61
Jl

The average contact with each student was eight phone
calls over the semester, with the lowest contact being four
phone calls and the highest contact documented at eleven
phone calls.

The telephone calls can be placed into seven

categories, namely counsr,lling/reassurance, course process
inquiries, examination information, materials distribution
inquiries, content inquiries, student reactions or responses
and administrative inquiries.

Materials QualitY.

Almost all of the students reported

receipt of instructional materials in functioning order.
O:1e student reported trouble with the sound quality of the
aUdiotapes and a second student reported the first of the
set of four audiotapes blank on arrival, on both sides of
that tape.

Two

~tudents

reported that the lecture. on the

videotape were out of sequence, and that it was difficult to
find lectures on videotapes that did not have counter
markings, or any indication of the placement of the lecture
on the tape.

Teleconference Schedule.

The first teleconference was

held on October 13, 1992 and nine of the 13 students were in
attendance.

Also on-line was the course instructor and the

on-site coordinator.

The second scheduled teleconference

for the course took place on November 4, 1992.

Again nine

students in addition to the course instructor and the onsite coordinatur participated.

There ....ere fe.... technical problems, .... ith only one or t ....o
students at teleconference sites hal;inq "".Idio problems
during

~_he

first fe .... minutes of the conference.

Once the

operator ....as notified, the problems ....ere corrected.

Two

students reporteci frustrations .... ith their teleconference
site assignments.

One was given a site assignment close to

her school, as she used

h~r

school address for

correspondence, which

as almost 2 hours drive a....ay from her

home.

as waiting at her school from 3: 00 pm

This meant she

until the teleconference start time al 7:00 pm and then had
a 2 hour drive home after the teleconference.

A second

student requested a change in teleconference site assignment
and ....as given an alternate site that did not support the
teleconference mode assigned to the class by Memorial
university's Telemedicine Department.

He was not able to

participate in the teleconference but ....as able to hear the
teleconference as it happened.
second teleconference.

This ....as corrected for the

Most students ....anted additional

teleconference time for contact with the instructor and the
other participants in the course.
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Administrative and Logistical Aspects,

Usin'J a five

point Likert scale regarding student experienct:!s from an
administrative course management perspective, students were
asked about the course length, technical quality, content
organization, and usefulness and appropriateness of the
media in relationship to the course aUdiotapes, videotapes,
programmed instruction text, book of readings and commercial
text.

Overall the student reaction to all of the

instructional material components was very positive.

The

majority of students rated the course materials highly.
Only two students noted the need for improvement in the
aUdiotape technical quality, the audiotape content
organization and videotape content organization.

Table 7

presents a summary of student opinions regarding the
administrative and logistical elements of the course.
Table 7.

Student opinions Regarding
Administrative/Logistical Elements of the Course

Course Element

N ,. 13

Very Good/
Good
Receipt of Materials
Materials Technical
Quality
Communication/Messages
Mail Turnaround Time
Teleconference Schedule
Telephone Consultation

12
12
12
10
12
13

Adequate

Needs
Improvement
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Students also responded to questions regarding the

amount of student/instructor interaction, the timeliness of
feedback on assignments and the adequacy of the

teleconference component of the course.

The l:Iajority were

positive about the amount of interaction and the timeliness
of feedback.

While students indicated a preference tor

greater interaction with the course instructor, they
indicated interaction with the laboratory instructor, was
frequent and very beneficiaL

Most students did express a

need for more teleconference time, with only approximately
25\ feeling that the teleconference time was adequate (see
Table 8).

Table 8.

Student opinions Regarding Amount and Quality of

Communication Interaction.
communication Element

N -

Very GOod/
Good

13

Adequate

Interaction with
Course Instructor
Interaction lo'ith
Laboratory Instructor

12

Quality of feedback on
assignments
Timeliness of feedback
on assignments
Teleconference
Interaction
(Totals of less than 13 indicate missing data) .

Needs
Improvement

'I'he commercial text did not fair as ....ell in the opinion
of the students registered for the CO'..lrse.

Only half of the

students rated the commercial text doS either good or very
good.

The remaining half felt that the text was in<ldequate

or, at least, did not make a significant contribution to the

These administrative areas of concern on the part of
students are indicated in the comments made by st',udents on
the survey instrument.

A sample of the comments are

presented here:
... I would have liked to have seen more feedback. concerning
assignments.

I think students would probably benefit from

this.

All correspondence with the course was very efficient.

I

would have liked more opportunities to discuss the projects
and topics with other students through teleco:1ference.

There were times when the course assistant (coordinator)
suppose to be available, however was not.

However, I do

realize that she was very busy and could not stay in her
office at all times.

Telephone consultations were elCcellent and really helped me

.8
.... ith the assignments.

Th1.S is by far the most organized off-cafllpus course I've
completed.

I've done sev..,rall ••• [The coordinator] •...as

very helpful.

An extra teleconference session would be

good.

It was awk....ard not having all of the articles in the Book of

Readings. . .. Good course.

I was very impressed with the assistance I received from the
co-developer [on site coordinator).

Her assistance

throughout the sellester ....as very much appreciated.

The telephone support was fantastic.

It humanized the whole

process.

stand_rd J.

The course re!lults in positive cognitive

Pre- and Post-test Results.

Pre-tests and post-tests

were used by the evaluator to partially assess cognitive
outcomes of Education 6521.

Of the 13 students, only 10

matched pre/post-tests are reported (of the remaining three
students, two submitted the pre-test only and one submitted
the post-test only).

The tests were scored based on 5
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questions with a weight of 2 points per question.

Decisions

regarding the assignment of points was conducted as follows:
o - no attempted response or incorrect response;
1 - partial answer; some correct elements; shows
evidence of some IInderstanding;
2

~

acceptable level at' understanding of the

question.
The need to be objective and operate within a small

margin of variability led to the rationale for using the 2

point system.

It should be noted that every attempt in the

pre-test was credited.

Post-test answers showed a marked

improvement in understanding. It was found that ever. those
credited with 2 point answers in the pre-test were able to

elaborate on the!;e answers in the post-test.

The average

score on the pre-test was 29', while the average score of
the post-test was 77\.

This shows an average gain on 48'

(see Table 9).
Table 9.
Student
1
2

J
4

5
6
7

,
8

10

Student Scores on Pre-tests and Post-tests in
Education 6521 (Maximum score = 10)
Pre-test

Post-test
10

8
10
9
7
10
7
7
5
4

Difference
+6
+6
+7
+1
+6
+5
+7
+4
+2
+4

Examjnatign Rgsults.

A second criteria indicating that

this standard was achieved was the final examination results
as submitted to the Registrar's Office by the course
instructor.

Eight prior course offerings of the on-campus

Education 6521 were chosen randomly from 1982 to 1988 and
only the final grade was examined.

A summary of past grades

is presented in Figure J:

Education 6521 Offering
Fall, 1982

Number of
students
22

~;984

Winter, 1985 (Sect. 1)

Range of
Grades

Mean

75-90

83

80-95

8'

75-85

01

Winter, 1965 (Sect. 2)

F-8S-

71--

Winter, 1986

80-90

20

Winter, 1987

82

7S-85

81

Winter, 1988 (Sect. 1)

IS

75-85

81

Winter, 1988 (Sect. 2)

10

75-85

80

Fall, 1992 (Distance)

13

F-85

79

,tF = Fail (less than 65\)
H Low mean caused by submission of very low numerical F
grade.
~.

Comparison of Range and Mean of Grades between OnCampus and Distance versions of Education 6521.

The marks for the distance Education 6521 ranged from
60\ to 85t,

with a mean of 79\. The one student who

received a 60\ did in fact fail the l.:ourse, since the
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graduate programs in Education at Memorial University
require that all students achieve grades of A or B to pa!ls
graduate courses (see Table 10 for grade results) .

Table 10. Breakdown of Grades in Education 6521.
Grade Range
A

85\

A

80t

7st
60'

Both g<lins from pre-test to post-test and the

comparative analysis of results with prior on-site offerings
of the course indicate that Education 6521 resulted in
positive cognitive outcomes.

All students demonstrated

significant gains from f't"p-:est to post-test, and final
grades, with a mean of 79\, are within one percentage point
of the mean of 8 past offerings of the course (80\).

Stand~rd

4.

Tbe instructional lIIaterials provide

cOlllpreileusive content coverage.
One indication of this standard is the effectiveness of
the materials as viewed by the graduate students in the
course.

The pilot participants were asked to rate the

audiotapes, videotapes, programmed instruction text, the
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book of l'eadings and the comlilercial text on five
characteristics:

length,

technical quality, content

organisation. useful.ness amd appropriateness of the media.
~ith

the exception of the commercial textbook all

instructional materials developed for the course were deemed
very effective by students.

Table 11 presents the positive

ratings of the 13 students (those rating the materials as
good or very good) in terms of percentages.

Table 1l. Positive Student Ratings of Instructional

Materials on Five Characteristics.
Video'
hp..

~;"~~~M

loot 0/
h.clif>i5

rut

ApprOPrln_so
ollledl.

Students were also asked about the comprehensiveness of
the instructional materials, inclUding the need for
different media such as computers or additional
teleconference time.

The majority of students felt that

materials were comprehensive and that there was no need for
inclusion of materials in other media.

Only two students

felt that it might be worth investigating the incorporation

of other media, such as computers.

When asked about the presentation of course content in
terms of the balance of theoretical and practical Knowledge,
~.i,:udents

responded positively to the balance.

All but one

student sa.... the need for a heavy emphasis on ':heoretical
kno....ledge, and they recognized the value of the theory as
preparation for the final examination, and indicated that
readings were very valuable in their understanding of the
subject matter.

Standard 5.

The course results in positive affective

outcomell.
Students were asked to indicate their opinions of the
course experience on a Likert Scale.

It ....as found that most

of the students felt that completing Education 6521 by
distance was as beneficial to them as if they had completed
the course on campus. All responded positively to statements
indicating that they had learned a lot about instructional
development, and that their knowledge of instructional
development was such that they could now use the approach in
their work.

They agreed that the use and variety of

materials made the course interesting, and as adult learners
they appreciated the freedom to do the course on their own
time.
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The lIIajorit'l felt that being lIble to access a graduate
distance education course at home made them feel
positive about their graduate programs, and they found that
the self-instructional course fO[llllat was a new and positive
experience.

All students gave positive responses to the statement
that the course provided them with knowledge they could use

right away.

Twelve of the thirteen studen':.s agreed that

Education 6521 was one ot the best courses taken, in

comparison to the other courses taken by the

st;.;.~p~ts.

When asked their opinion regarding the workload,
pacing. and self-directed fannat or Education 6521, most

students responded positively to statements reflecting these
issues.

No students felt that the course was light in terms

of workload, and while the l:Iaj ority ot students round the
workload to be heavy, they felt that the knowledge and
experience gained made the effort required worthwhile.

Most

students tound the pacing of the course acceptable, and they
liked the ability to pace themselves within the course
timeline.

All students appreciated the self-directed nature

of the course (see Table 12).

\05

Table 12. Student Attitudes abc-Iut Workload, Pacing, and
Self-Directed Design
N

Course Aspect

:>

1)

Workload
Very Heavy

Heavy
AveragejAcceptab Ie

Pacing
Too Fast
Acceptable

l
\2

Self-Directed Design
Enjoyable

\l

ProqraIlUlled Instruction Format
Enjoyable
Not Enjoyable

H
2

In terms of completing graduate courses through
distance education means, twelve students felt that there
should be more opportunities to complete courses this way.

They telt that the course experience was as valuable or more
valuable, than on-campus graduate courses us. ng traditional

delivery systems.

Standard 6.

There is evidence ot: suitability at' evaluation

measures ot the course.
Students were asked, on two instruments, their opinions

regarding evaluation measures employed by the instructor in
the course.

The majority of students, in all cases,

felt

that the assignments and examination were suited to the
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course objectives and content,

were effective in terms of

measuring their cognitive knowledge of instructional
development,

and were at

an appropriate level of

difficulty

(see Table 13).

Table 13. Student opinions Rl'lqarding the Evaluation Measures
Employed by the In~\1:ructor in Education 6521..

Evaluation Elements

N

Very Good/
Good

Ie

13

Adequate

Needs
IrnprovClment

Ef fecti veness of

Short Assignments
Major Assignment
Final Examination

13
13
12

DifficuLty of Assignments

7

Number of Ass ignments

5

Va lue of Assignments

10

(Numbers totalling less than 13 indicate missing data).

Drop Out Rate

Education 6521 limited initial registration for the
pilot course, to fifteen students, the maximum number for
the on-campus course.

Wi thin a few weeks of the beginning

of the pilot offering, two of the fifteen students had
dropped the course.

The first, a resident of St. John's and a graduate
student in the area of Curriculum and Instruction, received
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the course materials at the same time as she began work in a
new teaching position with responsibility for the teaching
of French from Grades 4 to 12.

She indicated that she found

it impossible to do both justice at the same time
(Interview, OCtober 9, 1992).

The second student, from Bay Roberts and also on the

Curriculum and Instruction Masters I program, was
specializing in the area of primary reading.

She indicated

that a number of reasons caused her to drop the course.

At

first perusal of the materials she did not feel that the

course met her needs,

namely primary reading.

She admitted

to not havlnq watched the introductory video-tape nor to
having examined the materials beyond the course manuaL

She

did attempt to contact someone regarding the focus of
Education 6521 by calling both the School of Graduate
studies and the School of Continuing Studies.

Neither

academic unit could answer her questions, nor did these
units direct her to someone who could, namely the Associate
Dean of Graduate Programs or his designate within the
Faculty of Education, the instructor, or the on-site
coordinator.

In consequence she dropped the course

(Interview, November 8, 1992).
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Summary of Evaluatign Results

In the evaluation of Education 6521 the researcher
applied the Stake Responsive E'/aluat!on Hodel, as modified
by Lertpradist (1.990).

In the responsive approach

audiences' concerns and issues, plUs prograa or course
objectives provide the basic framework for the development
of a comprehensivQ set of standards.

Thas8 standards, with

clearly delineatQd criteria, are used by the evaluator to
make jUdgements on the program or course.

In the case of the evaluation of Education 6521,

the

researcher collected a variety of data, primarily from the
students through questionnaires and interviews, and from the
documents and records of the course development team and the
course.

The data were sWIlDarized in relation to the six

evaluation standards.

Standard 1

The findings are as follows:

Instructional Devglopment Framework.

Evidence of an instructional development framework in the
course design and materials was plo!ntiful.

An examination

of the course manual disclosed that a comprehensive task
analysis had been done incorporating all areas of course
content, objectives were clearly stated and covered all
COU'.5e content, and Objectives were clearly related to the
evaluation measures ecployed in the course.

In fact the
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descriptive evaluation notes provided to students in the
manual indicate wnieh particular objectives are beinq
tested by each specific evaluation measure.

The development

of the course was also in response to a needs assessment
preformed on a provincial basis.

Students were aware that the course was developed in
accordance with an instructional development framework.
Responses on a Likert Scale indicated that all students were
in agreement with the instructor, through the course

materials, made it clear what the course expectations were
from the beginning of the course, that the course was .....ell
organized and thoroughly planned, and that the content
coverage reflected the course objectives.

Based on the results of the data analysis, the
researcher jUdged that Standard 1 was met.

Standard 2.

Administrative/Logistical Support.

Examination of the on-site coordinator's records indicated
that materials were received by students on time at the
beginning of the course.

The one student who had a

considerable wait for materials had failed to notify the
administrative unit in charge of materials distribution that
his address had been changed.

In terms of materials
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quality, overall the quality was deemed to be high as

indicated in student questionnaires and interviews.
minor problems were noted.

However

The videotaped programs were out

of sequence on two tapes, the sound quality on one set of
aUdiotapes was poor and one aUdiotape. was blank on both
sides.

The lack of counter markings on the videotapes also

created difficulty in accessing the specific video programs.

Students were asked to comment on various aspects of
the course materials such as length, suitability in relation
to course objectives, content organization, appropriateness
of media/format and professional quality.

Responses

indicated that stUdents were very positive for most of the
materL:.ls.

All students rated the programmed inst.ruction

text, the book of readings, the videotapes and the
aUdiotapes highlY.

only two students indicated any need for

improvement in these components.

The academic unit

responsible for duplication of these materials uses one
videotape for all four video programs and four aUdiotapes
for the twelve audio lectures - students suggest that some
indicator of each program start and finish be developed.

The commercial textbook did not receive such a positive
rating.

Approximately halt of the students thought that the

textbook was good, however half of those enroled indicated
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that the textbook selection could be improved.

The majority of students indicated that the milil
response time was too slow for feedback on assignments,
particularly toward the end of the semester.

Most students

required more prompt and additional feedback

Two teleconference sessions were scheduled during the

thirteen week course, during weeks six and nine.

It was

found that only nine of the thirteen stUdents took. part in
the t:eleconferences - problems with profess ional

commitments, site assignment, and weather prevented others
from participating.

Of those in attendance,

the majority

indicated a preference for more teleconference time.

They

cited as the reason for their opinions the need to have more
contact with both the instructor and with their fellow
students.

While some minor problems ....ere evidenced in the
administrative/logistical aspect of the course, based an the
results of the data analysis, the researcher judged that
Standard :2 was met.

Standard 3.

cognitive Achievement.

Data on cognitive

achievement were gleaned from pre-test and post-test results
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and from final grade results.

An overall gain of 48' on

specific knowledge-based questions was evidenced, and course
results as indicated by final grades were comparable with

those of previous course offerings.

Based on the results of the data analysis, the
researcher judged that Standard J was met.

Standard 4.

comprehensive Content Coverage.

One

indicator of this standard being IDet is the opinion of
students regarding the effectiveness of course materials in

relation to meeting objectives and preparing them for
assignments and the examination.

All students indicated

that they appreciated the variety of media used.

They

indicated that the selection of certain media for specific
purposes such as the programmed instruction text to help
them in the application level of the course and the
aUdiotapes for armchair lectures was highly effective.

All

students indicated approval of the amount of instructional
theory and of the mixture of theory and practice.

Most

indicated that the course readings were very valuable, with
only one dissenting opinion on this element of the course.

Students also indicated that the amount and timeliness
of interaction and feedback provided by the on-site

III

coordinator and the instructor was ;;;dequate.

In fact the

majority noted the superiority of interaction over past
course experiences,

in particular the almost daily

availability of the on-site coordinator for consultation on

their assignments ood course work.

Based on the results of the data analysis, the
researcher judged that Standard 4 was met.

§.tandard 5

Affective Outcomes.

The majority of

students enjoyed the graduate distance education course and
felt that the course experience was as beneficial as if they
had completed it on-campus.

They appreciated both the

theoretical and the practical aspects of the course, and
were especially appreciative of the ability to apply things

learned through the course to their own work experiences.
They expressed the view that being able to accesr.. _ graduate
course from their homes made them feE:l more positive about
their whole graduate programs.

With the

/~xception

of one stUdent, all agreed that

Education 6521 was one of the best graduate courses they had
taken.

They cited increased self-confidence, noting that

the self-instructional format was a new and exciting
experience.

They responded very positively to the course's
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self-pacing and self-directedness.

Similarly, all but twa

of the students liked the programmed instru.-'tion experience
provided through one of the print components of the course.

Based on the results of the data analysis, the
researcher jUdged that Standard 5 was met.

Standard 6.

Evaluation Measures.

Data collected from

students indicated that evaluation measures employed in the
course were effective.

All students approved of the three

minor assignments and the major assignment.

One student

felt that the final examination was adequate as an
evaluation measure - the other twelve students· ranked the
examination as either very effective or effective.

All

students felt that the evaluation measures were valuable in
terms of demonstrating an understanding of the course
content.

Based on the results of the data analysis, the
researcher jUdged Standard 6 was met.

While minor problems and suggestions for improvement
emerged in the evaluation of Education 6521, it was
established, based on the pilot experience, that the
graduate distance education course is both effective and
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efficient in terms of meeting student and graduate program
needs.
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Chapter V
Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations

The researcher chose the Stake Responsive Evaluation

Model, as modified by Lertpradist (1990) for implementation

in the evaluation of the graduate distance education ecurse
Education 6521 Instructional Development.

She did $0 after

reviewing of a number of evaluation approaches or models.

The Responsive Evaluation Hodel was chosen because:

it makes considerable use of naturalistic or
qualitative methods;

it addresses the eclectic information needs of all
the audience groups;

its emergent design penn its the evaluator to
respond to data as it is being collected, leading
to a more significant and realistic evaluation.

Advantages of Responsive Evaluation Model for Higher
Education Distance Education

The Responsive Evaluation Model provided th"e
flexibility required of evaluation models which are to be
implemented in higher education distance education settings.
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From early September until the end of the semester in
December, 1992 the distance version of Education 6521
Instructional Development became a part of the lives of

thirteen graduate students, one professor, one on-site co-

ordinator and numerous developers, officials and academic
administrators.

Each of these aUdiences, according to

Stake, must have a voice in the

fOCllS

of the evaluation

through the eliciting of concerns and issues. and each

audience deserves to be informed in the manner which best

suits the audience.

All participate and have equal

opportunity to have input into the evaluation process.

The Responsive Evaluation Model, relying intensely on
naturalistic methodology, gave the evaluator the opportunity
for protracted interaction with and exposure to participants
in the distance version of Education 6521.

The course was

observed over 14 weeks via direct contact and indirect
contact.

Such association gave the evaluator a reliable

picture of the program, and lessened the possibility of
events as observed being isolated occurrences.

The Responsive Evaluation Model provided rich material
from a multiplicity of sources and data gathering
procedures.

Rich data, according to Guba and Lincoln (19B1)

are one of the major advantages of the

~est:onsive

Evaluation

11.
Model.

Much of the data served as grounding and was useful

in triangulation.

Data collected through one method or

source were compared and contrasted with other data to
ensure significance, validity and consistency.

The Responsive EvaluatIon Model gave the evaluator the

opportunity to respond to unpr<!dicted data because of its
emergent design.

This is particUlarly important to program

evaluation in real world programs, in real world settings
where influences of or reactions to a program cannot always
be foreseen.

The model's accent on detailed description of all
program components, rather than consideration solely of
program outcomes, is very useful for program managers and

other audiences.

Evaluations which rely heavily on

description prc.:vide such managers and audiences with
detailed data on program strengths and weaknesses, and on
areas requiring improvement.

Limitations of the Responsive Evaluation Model for Higher
Education Distance Education

The implementation of a Responsive Evaluation Model is
very time consuming.

One evaluator spent over seven months

in daily contact with stakeholders during the evaluation of
Education 6521.

Analysis consumed approximately six months,

and reports to the various audiences are not completed to
date.

The complexity of a responsive evaluation may be a
limitation.

It relies intensely on multiple approaches to

data collection in order to ensure against evaluator bias
and to verify some measure of reliability.

This complexity

can manifest itself in the high cost of the evaluation and
the time commitment needed by the evaluator.

The responsive evaluati·... n method has been accused of
being "loose and unsubstantiated" and its intuitive data is
a

pot~ntial

142).

source of hias (Worthen and Sanders, 1987, p.

These accusations can be overcome by the design and

the addition of reliability checks such as step-wise
replication.

These additions, however, add to the cost and

the time required to complete the evaluatiol:.

While accumulating huge amounts of unrelated data for
the purposes of authenticated rigor could be viewed as an
advantage, the requisite time and money needed to conduct an
analysis of the data may also be viewed as a disadvantage.
The evaluator collected vast amount,,; of descriptive data

from various sites.

The analysis of such data is often

formidable, onerous and extremely time-consuming, oft-an
requiring concentration, patience and weeks of work, adding
to the cost of conducting this kind of evaluation.

The application of Stake's Responsive Evaluation Model
to higher education distance education as represented by the
graduate distance education course Education 6521 permitted
the researcher to reach the following conclusions:

1.

Despite the limitations of the Responsive Evaluation
Model this is a good model for the evaluation of
graduate level distance education programs.

It is

adaptable, making it useful in assorted settings with
various audience groups.

It provides detailed specific

information for program administrators, program
devQlopers and program implementors.

It allows

participants to communicate in their own colloquial
speech, and to feel that they are a part of the
evaluation process.

2.

While the model is agreeable to the graduate level
distance education setting, it is both time-consuming
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and e)(pensive to execute, making it imperative that

progra'n administrators be committed to the evaluation
effort .•

The Responsive Evaluation Hodel makes ex':.ensive use of

naturalistic approaches and methods,
observation and interviews.

including

These methods often appear

easy to implement and requiring little training.

Those

\.lith expertise in the area of naturalistic and

responsive evaluation research understand the need for

substantial credentials and specialization on the part

of those involved in

th~ evaluat~::~;

credentials and

specialization not often provided by entry-level social
selene< programs.

Therefore, this type of evaluation

might not be practical in cases where people with such

credentials and specialization are in short supply .

.R ecommandations

As a result of the application of Stake's Responsive
Evaluation Model to the graduate distance education course
Education 6521, the researcher makes recommendations on both
the course itself and on the evaluation approach as follows:
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1.

That all suggestion for improvement in instructional
materials be implemented by the course instructor and
the oivision of Continuing Studies.

2.

That the course instructor review the selection
criteria for the commercial textbook, and consider
replacing it with a text that is more acceptable to
students.

J.

That the course instructor and the Division of

continuing Studies consider adding another
teleconference session in future offerings.

That recotllllendations for improvements in course design
be re-examined following the next offering of the
course in Winter semester, 1993.

5.

That the same evaluation approach be implemented during
the offering of the course in Winter semester, 1993.

6.

That the course instructor and instructional design
team consider developing other graduate courses to be
offered via dist.ance education.
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7.

That the Responsive Evaluation Model as modified by
Lertpradist (1990) be implemented in the evaluation of
any future graduate level distance education courses at
Memorial university of Ne.... foundland in order to provide
further trial of the evaluation approach.
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APPENDIX A
CORRESPONDENCE

August 21. 1992
Dear
AS pan of my thesis. in plInlal lulr~ment 04 the requl;ements 01 lhe Maslllf 01 Educallon graduate
degree. in Educallonal Communications aocl Technology. I am presently conductmg research 10
e~a!uate the dislance education plot Education 6521 . Instructional Development.
The evaluation methooology that I am using Is lhe responsive evaluatlol'l approach. This typr, 01
evaluallon Is guided by the Information l'lBedS of various groups Jlva/ved In the course offer'ng.
also called stakeholders.
Based on my innlal resellrch I have identified that you. In your position as _ , comprise one
of those groups. It Is my assumption that as a member of the stakehaldlrlQ group. you are
Interested in the results 01 an evaluation of the first, lormally approved graduate level distance
education course offered by Memorial University of NtMioundland.
In order that the evaluation Instruments refteel your spoclflc concerns and Interests. I would
appreciate a lew moments of yoor time and ask thai you complete Ihe enclosed qoostlonll<llre
and return it to me before Septembe\- 3, 1192. PletlS8 return tile questlonralre to the loliowirlQ
address;

D. P. Janes
Box 73, Room E 50118
Facul!y of Education,
Memorial University
AI83X8
As weI, I would ask that you Indicate on the questionnaire, II yOlJ would like to have a copy 01
the IlvahJatloo results. FIr\al data collection would be anticipated by late 1992 with the results
available 10 you by the spring of 1993, ShOUd you have any questions before then, please do
nOI hesitate 10 contact me by telephOne at 737-3413.

Thank you for your tIme and conslderatlon.

SlncerelV,

Clane P. Janes

'"

November 30. 1992

Deal
The end oIlerm is here and I wood Ilks 10 lhaok you for all of yOllf effort Oller the semester. Of
those I've seen. lhe quality and crealNit'( 01 pastlnstruetlonal UMs have been maintained by yoo
durino the course, I look lO/Ward to seeing the remainder of your wOf'l( over the next few weeks
As' have Indlcallld to moslof you Ql,'8' the IlIlep/'lorle dunng the 11$1 lew months. my master"s
lhesls Is presently In progf9SS and ~s topic Is the evaluation of this Course. Since yoo are a
valuable pan the course, I would very much apprllCiate your opinions and comments on whal

has IuS! taken place and in what dlrec1lon you would like 10 see Education 6521 head.
I have enclosed two ShOlt sl::.eys: one on the concrele 8llpeneI\CltS you have had (Instrument

#5) and one on your

an~lides

toward lhose ellp&r1ences Onstrument 11'6). I would be orateful

~

you wolJd take a lew minutes of your time to fill them oul,

Since ltl1s is the Christmas season and the maDs are rather slow, I would .ppreclalt. hiving
them luld to m. If you Cln. II you cannot lax, mail Is 8ne, bl.( remember to ma~ them
quickly. I do ..k thllt you hn.th....urv.y. !HIck to m. by Dtclmbtt 15, tve2. In order
fO graduate in May, I must have my data collected and analyzed by the end d December. A3
you can see that does not give me a lot of time to encourage yOlJ to respond.
You need nOI sign your name if yOlJ do not wish to and I would vtrY much like an honest
evaluation, both with Ihe gOOd and the bad noted. Add extra sheets if necessary. M Indicated
on the surveys, my fax nlt!Tlber IS 131·2345 and my ma~lng address IS BOI 73, G. A. Hickman
Building, MUN. St. John'l, NF Ala 3X', Cal me at 737-3413 Nyou have any questions or
concems.
Thank you, in advance. lor your twlIp and kHP In tOUCh. Meny Chrl~masl

SIncerely,
Diane P. Janes
laboratory Instructor

Oecember 21, 1992
Oear
Just a note to leI you know lhat some 01 you will receive incomplete marks on yOllr records
released to you after Christmas, NOI to worry. This is not a reftectlo'l. lor the most par1. on
your per1ormance.
ThiS is mostly due to Or. KenMdy's receipt 01 panial packages, Ie: an exam Is received but no
unit 01 Instruction yet. or the eum is I'kA arrived yet but st'l& has Ine 11M 01 inSlruCllon
Continuing StUdies Is dolng wl\at it can to eXpedite the maKs but with .,000 studehts stUdying
via distance and Christmas to bool. this attempt can get boooed down
This bottle·neck w~1 be cleared up by the end of the first week of classes in January. 1993. All
marks must be received by the Registrar's Office on or befOl"e the erll 01 the week at January
11th and an updated grade wi! be forwarded to you. In addition. Dr. Kennedy', remarks on
your projects will be 'olWarded to '100 as soon as they have been received by me

II you have any questions. please do not hesitate to contact me by calling 737-34t3. by 13lC at
737-2345 or at home at 364-9661. I wUI be working lIl1l11 Christmas EVil. on thll 30th and t\allday on the 31st and back to work ltJIl·llme on the 41h of January. III am nof In my otl\ce you
can leave a message at the general office by calling 737-3404. I will gill back to you promptly
II '100 stili have not submitted asslgnmems, the final exam or your unit cAlnstructlon. contact me
Immediately. Your tlmellne 'or successful completion 01 the tQUrS8 Is dangerously close to an

.od.
I would also like to remind anyone who has noI sent In their lIVlIiuatlon 'orms OnSlruments 5. 6
and lhe post-test) to please do so. This information Is vaJuabill to the lUlure of lhe COUfSll as a
distance enlity and to Mure students.

Thank you for your patience, It was a p19l1sure working with you.
drop In 10 see me inE5011B rl9X1 time you are at MUN.
Sincerely,

01a08 P. Janes
Labotalory Instructor

Ha~e a

good new year and

APPENDIX 8
INSTRUKENTS

141
Concerns and luues QuesUooroaire
What do you think the distance education course Education 6521 Instructior.al
Development sl'lould athie..e?

Which 01 the following elements would you ludge 10 be Indicators oIlha suee\}» 01 Ihe

course? (please check all that apply)
a) well designed InS~''\Jctlonal materials

b) requesl for additional distance education C0UfS8 oIfertnos
c) adequate perfonnance of students In terma of grades

dl

posItlvs student evaluations

e) adequate communication link berw"een students and
il'.Jlructor/lnsthUlIOn

f) other, please explaIn:

Is there any specific aspec1 of the COUI'Sll otIeting thai you wOlJd llke this evaluation to
address?

Sludent Concerns/Issues Queslionnaire (Pan 1)

Please rililn this survey. This will assist the evaluators ard course de~ners ensure that future
otferings of Education 6521 . Instructional Development w~1 take into account any concerns you may
l1.a~eatlercompletlngthls course
The scale you are to use is in four pans. ~ery good (VG). good (G). adllQuate (AI and needs
improvement (Nt). Circle the leners that best describe how you leel aboUt. the stalement.

~mIll2

NI

I. Receiplof malerLals

VG

2. Materials In good wOI'klng Older

VG

3. Receipt of notifications/messages

VG

G

NI

of. Matt tumerourd (assignments/feedback)

VG

G

NI

5. Teleconference schedule

VG

NI

6. Telephone consultations

VG

NI

NI

Comments:

Inmn/Ct!gMJ Malnl!l

""'lola...
lenglh
Technical OUlUfly

Contenl Organization
U....._
Appropriateness 01 M9dtum

VG
VG
VG
VG
VG

G

A

G

A

G
G
G

A
A
A

NI
NI
NI
NI
NI

Videotapes

"....-

Tec/'lnIcalOuailty
ContetV. OtganiZation
UHfuln4l5s
Appropriateness of Medium

3.

Prooramned Instruction Text
Lengthdsectlons
TechnlcaI OuaIlry
Cor(etV. OI'Vllnlz;ulon

U..........
Approprialeness d Medium
Book d Readings
l.angthda"ldes
TechnICal Quality
Content Ol'ganlzallon
U~neu

Appropriateness 01 MedIum

5.

r""

L.an.Jthola"lcIn
Technk:alOuallty

Content Organization
USflfulness
AppropNten8SS of Medium

yG
YG

YO
YG
YG

G
G
G
G
G

A
A
A
A
A

YG
YG
YG

NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI

YO
YO
YG
YG
YG
YG
YG

G
G
G
G
G

VG
VG
VG
VG
VG

G
G
G
G
G

VG

G

NI
NI
NI
NI
NI

A
A
A
A
A

NI
NI
NI
NI
NI

Con'vnerts:

Evall.M!!on

Pt9Ctdyrn lM::! In !he coyra
NI

2.

YO

NI

3.

VG

NI

Comm.nt"

_

SIudenl ConcernS/Issues OueSlionnalre (Pan 2)
Below are statemenls with a four point scale 00 the right. Please circle lor each item the letterstMI
best describe your opinion 0/ Ihe stalement.
Scale'

6.

SA
A
0
SO

StrO"lJlyagree
Agree
Olsaqree
Strongly disagree

I feel that doing thl, course by
distance education was just as
beneficial as ill had done it on
campus as a regular course.

SA

SO

Inked the atHllty to pace myself
through lhecourse.

SA

SO

I Uked theself-olrected nature
of the course.

SA

SO

Doing the course on my own made
II difficult to keep pace wtlh
the suggested weekly activities.

SA

SO

I think there should be more
opportunities to do graduate
courses this way.

SA

SO

I would have prefelTed that Ihls
dIstance education course used
differenl media Ie. teleconference,
computers.

SA

SO

I feel I would nocwam to do
course using Ihls delivery format.

SA

SO

8.

I feel that t leemed aJot about
Instructional Development

SA

SO

9.

My knowtedoe of 10 Is M(MI such lhat
I can use the approach in my woo.

SA

SO

10.

Much of what Ileemed about 10
Issuperlluous.

SA

SO

SA

SO

The course

had too much theory.

·

14'

,~

R9ildlngsln thecourse ....ere very

SA

SO

SA

SO

SA

SO

SA

SO

SA

SO

Being able 10 get access 10 a graduate SA

SO

valuable 10 my understanding 01

the subject maner.

"

The use 01 a variety 01 medla and

malerials made lhe course intslUling
lorma.
I would like to do mors programmed
InslruetiOnwork In COUfses.

15

This was mv first 8)l:P&t'fence using
Programmed InstructIOn and I did not
like i!very mUCh.
A$ an adult leamer, I appreciated
Ihe freedom to do a course on my

ownlim9.

distance education course at hOme
made 019 leel more po$:tlve about my
graduate program.
1B.

A sell·instructlonal COl'1'S8 was a new
and positive experience lor me.

SA

SO

'9.

I would have preferred iTIOfe

SA

SO

20.

InteractIOn with the Laboratory

SA

SO

lnteraetlonwlththe course InS1ructCll'.

Ins'lructor was beneflcla/IO me.

Memorial University 01 Newfour'ldlimd
DivisiOn 01 Conlinuing Srudies
Rm. E·2000. G.A. Hickman Building
51. John·s. NF.

Course:

_

Semester:

_

STUDENT FEEDBACK FORM
This form Is intended to provid& Continuing Studies and the course Instructor w~h your reactlOflS to
the cours& YOLI ar& complellng. The Oivl$lon of COflllnulng Sludies is cOflcerned with how distance
education cOLlrses can be improved. Vour 1.-eltMlck Is nlKSIury If tNt 1iI01111to btl .ttalnld.

As soon 8S lh& course is finished and/or your final examlnatlOfl is writlen. please complete the form.
Using lhe postage paid label endosed. retum it to the DMslon 01 Continuing StUdies. The form Is
anonymous, $0 feellree to be completely forthright in your replies. It will not be seen by your
instructor unlil final marks have been submitted to the Reglstrar's OffIce. Where insufficient space is
provided, please use the back 01 the sheets
Thenk you lor taking the time /0 complete and return this form.
SECTION 1
Please respond to the statements below on a scale from 1 10 5 where 1 Indicates you Strongly
Disagree (SO) and 5 indicates you Strongly Agree (SA). Respond only to questions thaI are
applicable 10 the course you have taken.
In answering these questIons we recognize that a deflnlle 'agree' or 'disagree' doesn't always tetl
the Whole story. II you wish to comment on or qualify your response, please use the space beneath
each slalement or on the back of this sheet.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
1.

8

The Instructor made II dear whal was expected 01 me
at the beginning of the course.
The Instructor gave helphA comments on p&per$/exams
The Instructor W8$ &lIsy 10 contact when necessary
The Instructor seemed 10 know lhe subjec1
The Instructor was fair In martdng assignments/exams
The Instructor osve r8Sl1ts prompcly
The COUt$l was
organIZed
Access 10 outside r8SOUlcn (e.g., library) was
necessary 10 complete the course to my satisfaction

wen

9.

The asslgnmem wefe dilllclJl

10.
11.

Theft were too many USlgnrnents
In I&m'l$ 01 understanding !he course material.
the assk;Inments were valuable
The Ilna! exam was long
The course hal IncnIesed by sett.confldence
The course provided me with information I

12.
13.
14

can use

nghl &Way

SA

SO

S

1

15.
16.

Compared to other courses this was one 01
the best
Compared to other instruCIOrS s/he was one
01 the bes1

SECTION 2
Please circle the best response:

,

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

Excell. Good Satis.
I would rate the teKlbook

lwould
l would
l would
I would
l would

rate
rate
rate
rate
rate

the course manual
the videotapes
the audiotapes
the leleconlerence method oflnstNClIon
correspondence as a method of inSll'UCllon

5
5
5

•
•
4

3
J
J

SECTION 3
The workload 'or this coo,..,. was

very heavy

aboulrlghl

light

For me. the pase at which the material was covered was

very fast

3.

lustrkJht
4.

aboutrkJhl

loollttle

Why did you choose this
improve J'1b potenllal
subject

was oIlntareat

01"."
5.

ta.

The teleconference time allocated 'or this coorse was
too much

unnecessary

COO~?

lor per'SOl'\lII growth
required

course

_

How did you l&lIm about the course?

....,.,

newspaper (which one?)

brochure In mal

',om arrt4Hld

01""

_

_

POOl
2
2
2

NA
,
,
,

l<'
SECTION 4
Ate lhere any aspects of lhe course INI you especially liked?

Are lhere any aspecl, ollne course lhal you especially disliked?

Do you haye any sugge51lons as 10 how lhe coune coukl be improvecl?

Whal kind of seMel did you receNI from tM ILIff of ~ $IIJlj!eS?

5.

AddltloNl comments;

Student Profile Sheet
Course Name and Number:
Development

Education 6521 - Instructional

2.

3.

Age:

_

under 25

4.

25-30

31-40

over 50

41-50

Check degrees held:
B.A.

B.Sc.

a.Ed.

_

a.A.(Ed.)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (other, ...,rite in)
5.

Check current graduate program:
_

Teaching

Curriculum

Ed. Technology _

School Library

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (other, write in)
6.

Check number of courses completed on graduate program:

_

Less than 3

_

3-5

6-8

_lQore

than 8
7.

If teaching in the school system, check level you teach:

_

primary

_

_

jr. high

_ _ sr. high

elementary

(other, write in)
8.

It working in the school system (as other than a teacher)
indicate occupation/title:
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If worKing outside the school system, indicate
institution/place of business and type of position:

If you hold a provincial teaching certificate, indicate
level:
IV

11.

_ _ VI

_ _ VII

What is the main reason that you are taking this course?
_ _ to complete deQree rQquirement
_ _ as elective on degree program
_ _ personal enrichment
career advancement
(other ",rite in)

12.

Indicate total number of years experience as an educator
in any setting:
1-5

6-10
11-15
_ _ 16-20

over 20

Pre- and Post-test

Student •
1.

2.

_

In your own words define instructional development.

List the main components of instructional development
models.

3.

List the main theory bases to instructional development.

4.

What do the following terms have to do with instructional
development?

Systematic and systemic
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Algorithms and heuristics

Cognitive science

5.

What is the difference between instructional development
'!nd curriculum development?
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COURSE OUTLINE
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Courl:l'~

Description

Education 6521 Instructional Development is a study of the
development for all settin9s - the formal school system: the.
post-secondary system including cOll'\lllunity colleges, the
university, and nursing schools. the military; and business

and industry tr.... ining.

Students are introduced to the basic

principles of instructional development from an historical and
theoretical perspective. They apply kno....ledge in the
development of an instructional module.

Topics covered in the course include a brief history of
educational technology and instructional development,
functional and theoretical approaches to instructional
development, instructional development models, influences ot
behavioral and cognitive learning theories on instructional
design, instructional delivery systems, and the instructional
development process.

Course content is both theoretical and practical. Student
evaluation reflects the dual thrust of the course. The final
examination is based on the readings in the required textbook
and the book of selected readings. The short assignments
contribute to the main assignment, which is based on the
application of the theory to the development of an
instructional llIodule.
Course Objectives
It is anticipated that the students in Educatiart 6521 will
attain the fOllowing objectives:
1.

Develop understanding of the historical frame....ork of
educational technology and instructional development.

2.

Develop understanding of the underlying theoretical
frame....orks at systems theory, communication theory,
behavioral and cognitive learning theories.

:l.

Distinguish between systematic and systemic instructional
developmcant and understand their historical roots.

4.

Become conversant ..,ith terminoloqy and principles of
instructional development.

5.

Become conversant ..,ith instr.lctional development models.

6.

Apply principles of instructional development in the
design and production of an instructional modulc~.

